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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The intent of this work is to emphasize that the concept of 
clinical pharmacy is no longer an innovation or an educational experi-
ment, but rather is a reality which requires national recognition, pro-
1 fessional as well as legislative support, and clearly planned education-
al preparation. 
Furthermore, the literature in this specific field of education 
supports the reality and viability of fostering and acknowledging the 
value of a school of pharmacy that is not a part of a medical-center 
teaching hospital complex which directly supports a cluster of allied 
llealth professions programs. Such a symbiotic educational approach may 
promote the onesidedness that the medical-center teaching hospital phar-
macy programs can all too easily fall heir to, i.e. less clinical pl1ar-
macy orientation and more hospital pharmacy orientation. There is evi-
dence that by not being directly affiliated with a medical-center teach-
ing hospital educational cluster, a school of pharmacy (i.e., a formal-
ized program of studies leading to a pharmacy degree) is enabled to view 
the pharmacy needs of the public comprehensively from a more integrated 
conceptualization. Such a school may be able to adjust the educational 
process accordingly, interfacing both hospital and community components. 
Pharmacists pursuing professional relevance in our world of cas-
cading technology and persisting accelerated change are acknowledging the 
1 
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inevitable -- the need to practice in a variety of settings which will 
require varying degrees of knowledge and expertise if. the public is to 
be served productively. 
Good educational curricula are not static. They are dynamic 
creations. The changes demanded by the future needs of an increasingly 
complex society imply the integration of those elements currently referred 
to as "practical experience" into the academic ·ma-trix. Progress is not 
unattainable, for already certain laboratory___g}(periences in clinical Phar-
macy have gradually become recognized by state boards as sufficient to 
meet "apprenticeship" requirements. Tradition will give way to the new, 
evolving health care delivery patterns. Programs will evolve that will 
permit students to attain clinical experience in pharmacies located both 
in the hospital and in the community. 
The future is unpredictable. Accordingly, pharmacy education 
must maintain a maleable form that will permit it to provide quality edu-
cational programs which, unhinde:t;ed by traditional, medical-center hos-
pital oriented approaches, appropriately serve the needs of the profes-
sion and the public for which it exists. 
History of Pharmacy Education: 1820 to Present 
An Overview of Pharmacy Programs in the United States 
From 1820 to 1920, formal professional education in pharmacy 
varied greatly. Much of the training that was acquired depended on 
using the apprenticeship system. The initial impetus to formal educa-
tion in pharmacy occured with the commencement of instruction in basic 
pharmacy studies in 1821 at the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, the 
same year that it was founded as the local pharmacy association. Local 
associations of pharmacists were fundamentally instrumental in the es-
tablishment of the first pioneering instruction in pharmacy during the 
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second quarter of the nineteenth century. The first formalized program 
of studies, composed of specif.ic curricular offerings; was initiated at 
the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1921 (1). 
At the turn of the century, students of pharmacy typically took 
a two-year course of study. Nevertheless, programs that .required as little. 
::;= 
as forty weeks were available. Initial pre-entrance requirements were 
minimal, amounting to the completion of an elementary school education; 
however, in 1920, recognized pharmacy schools eliminated a severe deter-
rent to adequate instruction when they agreed on high school graduation 
as a prerequisite to the study of pharmacy (1). 
Experimentation with a four-year approach to pharmacy education 
began in 1900 at the University of Wisconsin, and in 1932 all recognized 
schools agreed upon .four years as essential to the minimum standard of 
pharmacy education (1). 
The current five-year course was adopted as the minimum ccw:se 
of studies for all students entering accredited schools of pharm~cy com-
mencing with the summer of 1960. Mo;re ;recently, a six-year curriculum 
leading to what has been popularly regarded as the professional degree 
of Doctor of Pharmacy has been offered by some schools. The incentive 
for this move was effected by the Pharmaceutical Survey of 1946-49. 
This six-year curriculum was introduced in 1950 at the University of 
Southern California (1). Regarding the aspect of the Doctor of Pharmacy 
degree's being categorized at? a "professional" degree, there is some 
controversy (2). This will be discussed subsequently under Professional 
Degrees as Contrasted with Academic Degrees in Pharmacy Education -- An 
Area of Confusion. 
The Introduction of the Concept of Clinical Pharmacy 
The second half of the last decade (1960's) experienced a new 
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trend emerging in the education of the pharmacist. It was referred to 
as "clinical pharmacy." The proponents of this new trend appeared to 
attack the fortress of the classical, scientific pharmaceutical edu-
cational process. The consequences of this encounter are beginning to 
be seen in all aspects of the profession. Of course, the proponents 
of clinical pharmacy would not refer to their zealousness as an attack. 
I. ____ :_:_:_:_"'_t:_:_
1_:_h_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_t_t_:_:_:_o_:_:_:_:_:_1_:_.~:_:_:_d_0~:_s_a_a_:p_:_:_:_:_:_·:_n_P_, r_:_:_e_:_:_:_.:_:_·:_:_y_c_:_P_:_:_:_:_n_d_o_: _______ . 
participating directly in cogent patient care as a member of the heal.th 
1 
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care team. Emphasis was placed on the professional status of the phar-
macist being founded on what he knows rather ·than on what he does (3). 
Traditionalists attempt to obscure the concept of clinical 
pharmacy instruction by feigning ignorance. of its meaning and by debat-
ing the semantics of its definition. varro E. Tyler, Ph. D., Dean, 
School of Pharmacy and Pharmacy Sciences, Purdue University, succinctly 
def~nes clinical pharmacy as: 
patient-oriented pharmacy (requiring) the student to come into 
contact with the patient in some sort of health-care setting. 
It also requires him to learn to understand the language of the 
physician in order to facilitate communication with other mem-
bers of the health care team ( 3) . 
The Committee on Curriculum of the American Association of 
Colleges of Pharmacy adopted the following official definition in 1968. 
Clinical Pharmacy is that area within the pharmacy curriculum 
which deals with patient care with emphasis on drug therapy. 
Clinical Pharmacy seeks to develop a patient-oriented attitude. 
The acquisition of new knowledge is secondary to the attainment 
of skills in interprofessional and patient communications. 
To further clarify the definition, the Committee on Curriculum de-
veloped the following objectives for instruction in Clinical Pharmacy: 
l. To acquaint the student with clinical applications of pharmaco-
logical and pharmaceutical principles; 
5 
2. To help make the student more aware of the general methods of 
diagnosis and patient care specifically as they relate to drug 
therapy; 
3. To develop in the student a facility for effective interaction 
with the patient and with practitioners of other health profes-
sions; 
4. To help the student develop a patient awareness in providing 
pharmaceutical services; 
5. To enable the student to integrate the knowledge acquired in 
the preclinical years and to apply it to the solution of real 
problems; and 
t--------------.•-~7·~o~d•evelop ~n the student an awareness of his"responsibility 
in monitoring drug utilization .(4). 
The setting in which the mastery of clinical pharmacy was 
judged as appropriate has been the hospital; for the pharmacy student 
comes into frequent contact with other health team members including 
physicians, nurses and other allied health professionals, as well as 
support personnel. However, increasingly it is recognized that the 
pharmacist requires experience with a broad assortment of ambulatory 
patients. Accordingly, community pharmacies are being included as 
settings for clinical experience. It is only in such locations that 
experience can be gained with the multitude of·over-the-counter pro-
ducts self-selected by the public. Ideally, clinical experience 
should be obtained in beth institutional and community settings. 
As· this has become acknowledged by educators, increasing numbers of 
schools are providing opportunities for both types of clinical set-
tings for their students (5). 
The number of schools of pharmacy that have incorporated 
some aspects of clinical pharmacy education into their programs has 
steadily increased. Clearly, the specific nature of the course dif-
fers according to those resources and physical settings indigenous 
to the school of pharmacy. Approximately one-half of these schools 
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of pharmacy are not situated in or affiliated with a medical-center 
teaching hospital educational complex. Various educational institu-
tions have uniquely and autonomously handled the presentation of the 
requisite theoretical subject matter as well as the pertinent clinical 
experience in their distinctive settings and diversified circumstances. 
It has been demonstrated that suitable programs have been and can be 
developed in diverse settings extraneous to the traditional domain of 
the medical-center teaching hospital complex even though the extent 
of the difficulty in doing so may differ considerably from institution 
to institution (5). 
Clinical pharmacy is, however, not merely a solitary didactic 
or laboratory course. It is an encompassing concept of preparation 
for professional practice. To do this concept justice, a carefully 
designed compilation of clinically oriented courses must be intra-
duced into the curriculum. · Inspection of catalogs of various schools 
now offering this type of program evidences such courses as anatomy, 
pathology, biopharmaceutics·, medical information, immunology, as well 
as specialized courses in pharmacology, accompanying the fundamental 
course in clinical pharmacy (5). 
The introduction of this clinical studies composite has been 
accomplished differently at various schools. Clearly, all of the 
instruction and learning time required could not be achieved without 
either extend.ing the length of time necessary for completion of the 
program or omitting some subject matter presented previously. Schools 
which incorporate essential aspects of clinical pharmacy within the 
curricular framework of a five-year program have usually shortened the 
numbers of hours of instruction in courses such as pharmaceutical prep-
arations, d.ispensing, manufactur.ing, medicinal chemistry, pharmacog-
! 
I 
7 
nosy, quantitative analysis, and pharmacy administration. In some in-
stances one or more of these courses has been totally· eliminated (5). 
Other schools have opted to tack on the clinical program as 
a complete one-gear curricular entity in its own right, thereby alter-
ing an existing five-gear program through the creation of a kind of 
hybrid Doctor of Pharmacy program. Such practice can prove quite dan-
gerous. If the programs are not mo.st cautiously integrated, they can 
produce a practitioner who is inadequately prepared at the clinical 
level. It cannot be argued that it is reasonable to educate a student 
more comprehensively in six years as opposed to five. Nevertheless, 
regardless of the duration of the program, the specific direction and 
the related objectives of the educational offering should be per-
sistently uniform. An acceptable Pharm.· D. program, which implies 
an educational product who. has acquired clinical pharmacy expertise 
at the upper end of a broad spectrum of possible practice, cannot be 
achieved in a "tack-on" manner. Clinical pharmacy content must J:?e 
integrated from the very outset or at least no later than the first 
year of professional studies. Unfortunately, very few of the schools 
which offer a six-year program concluding in the Pharm. D. degree do 
so through a totally integrated approach (5). 
THE EMERGENCE OF CLINICAL PHARMACY AS A DISTINCT SPECIALTY 
IN PHARMACY EDUCATION 
Clinical Pharmacy 1960 to Present 
The gear 1960 saw the embryonic beginnings of the concept 
of "clinical pharmacy" when the University of Cal.ifernia Medical 
Center of San Francisco College of Pharmacy announced the curricular 
incorporation of an internship in the area of Hospital Pharmacy that 
concentrated on the course content areas of Pharmacy Administration, 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
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Manufacturing Pharmacy, Parenteral Solution Laboratory, and the Uni-
versity of California Hospital Pharmacy. This internship was regard-
ed as a post-graduate offering. Accordingly students involved in the 
internship program were required to hold a Bachelor of Science in 
Pharmacy degree (6}. 
In 1961 the Joint Committee on Hospital Pharmacy Education 
(American Society of Hospital Pharmacists and American Association of 
Colleges of Pharmacy) produced a document entitled Abilities Required 
of Hospital Pharmacists. The Joint Committee on· Hospital Pharmacy 
Education was of the conviction that required abilities had to be de-
fined prior to presenting specified educational objectives. The Abil-
ities were listed as follows. 
1. Thorough knot<ledge of drugs and their action. 
2. Ability to develop and conduct a pharmacy manufacturing 
program. 
~ 3. Intimate knowledge of control procedures: 
(a} quality control, (b) control of distribution. 
4. Ab.ility to conduct and participate in research. 
5. Ability to conduct teaching. and inservice training pro-
grams. 
6. Ability to administer and manage a hospital pharmacy (7). 
The College of Pharmacy of North Dakota State University 
and the University of Michigan College of Pharmacy, in 1962, offer-
ed curriculums that concentrated tota.lly on Hospital Pharmacy. 
These curriculums evidenced no allusion to clinical pharmacy what-
soever (8). This was the pattern of pharmacy education until 1966 when 
clinical pharmacy was first offered as a two-credit, two-hour, one-
semester course by the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science 
in the 1966-1967 school year (9}. In October of 1966 the College of 
Pharmacy at the University of California implemented a clinical pharmacy 
service on the surgical ward of Moffitt Hospital and in 1968 this inno-
vation became a required rotation for all students (10). 
I 
--------- --
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In 1968 Wayne State University College of Pharmacy revised 
its five-year curriculum and offered an undergraduate course in olin-
ical pharmacy in affiliation with a community hospital as the focus 
for the clinical learning setting. The impetus for this course was 
that. so·ciety strongly indicated the need for the education of patient-; 
centered pharmacists. The objectives of this course were.as follows. 
1. To provide the student with a more comprehensive under~ 
standing of the responsibilities of each member of the 
health care team involved in patient care. 
2. To expose the student, through communication techniques, 
to medical technology. 
3. To involve the student at the patient's bedside where he 
will participate in the practical application of clinical 
.medicine. 
4. To develop the student's potential as a medication expert. 
5. To assist the student in exploring new areas of profes-
sional practice which involve a more personal approach to 
pat.ient service in both community and institutional prac-
tice. 
6. To develop the student clinical pharmacist's unique quali-
ties for the role of educator and public speaker (11). 
To meet the growing need for more patient-oriented pharmacists, 
three conditions appeared necessary: 1) development of a clinical com-
ponent in graduate pharmaceutical education, 2) a core of qualified 
practitioners in hospital and community pharmacy to coordinate clinical 
pharmacy programs, and 3) provision for undergraduate exposure to stimu-
late students to a more patient-oriented professional practice and to 
encourage their pursuit of graduate education as related to clinical 
pharmacy (11). 
Also in this year (1968) the School of Pharmacy of the Medi-
cal College of South Carolina introduced a course entitled, "Clini-
cal Pharmacy." This course in clinical pharmacy was designed as a 
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terminal course of the program of pharmacy studies. It was a course 
based in a teaching hospital. The attempt was made to design a course 
that would 1) interrelate all courses in the curriculum, 2) make the 
physician and other allied health professionals (e.g. nurses, dentists, 
laboratory technologists) aware of the extent of the pharmacist's edu-
cational preparation, and 3) assist the patient to recognize the phar-
macist as a member of the health care team. In designing this course, 
it was .the belief of the School of Pharmacy pf the Medical College of 
South Carolina that dispensing had been the terminal course histori-
cally and that now, with most pharmaceutical products precompounded 
and with emphasis on teaching to be disease and patient oriented, the 
terminal course of the program of studies should concentrate on the 
components of clinical pha.rmacy (12). 
The University of Illinois also began to incorporate the con-
cept of clinical pharmacy in its curriculum of pharmacy education in 
1968. A clinical pharmacy course of four units composed of three lee-
tures and one four-hour laboratory per week became part of the currie-
ulum. The 'Course .included content dealing with 1) drug product in-
formation and evaluation and 2) clinical pharmacy problems designed 
to prepare the pharmacists to serve as liaisons between the patient 
and the physician. Such curricular alterations reinforced the fact 
of the changing times that dispensing pharmacy has been replaced 
by clinical pharmacy courses both in title and in course content. 
The main objective was to give students insight into drugs and their 
use by embracing all aspects of pharmaceutical practice including the 
triad of the drug, patient and physician (13). 
Joining in the investigation of the appropriateness of clin-
ical pharmacy as a curricular offering the University of California 
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Medical Center, San Francisco, College of Pharmacy, in 1968, proposed 
an approach to clinical pharmacy that promoted the concept of the phy-
sician as the diagnostician and the pharmacist as the consultant to 
the physician in rational drug therapy. The objective was to make the 
practice of clinical pharmacy synonymous with therapeutic consultation. 
This narrowed the scope of clinical pharmacy as originally defined (14}. 
The concept of clinical pharmacy further evolved when, in 
1968, Purdue University, a non-medical .school campus; incorporated 
into its pharmacy curriculum specific experiences in clinical phar-
macy in community hospitals. The rationale of the approach was based 
on the belief that clinical pharmacy is practiced both in the hospi-
tal and in the community as long as the pharmacist gives professional 
services personally to a patient. It was stressed that if the phar-
macist was to become a patient-oriented professional, he would have 
to be exposed to patient situations in an institutional environment. 
In initiating this approach, the Purdue University School of Pharmacy 
had to consider how to offer students hospital experiences in a com-
munity in which there is no medical teaching institution. The obvi-
ous solution was to form some kind of cooperative program with local 
hospitals. The population of the community in which Purdue Univer-
sity was located numbered approximately 75,000 people in 1968. This 
community was served by two hospitals -- one operated under the aus-
pices of a Roman Catholic religious organization, the other func-
tioning as a conventional nondenominational local hospital. The 
practice of utilizing conventional local community hospitals in 
teaching programs is an ,established operative procedure employed by 
schools of medicine. This fact lends added support to the reality 
that schools of pharmacy not amalgamated with a medical-center hos-
12 
pital complex are truly at no disadvantage in implementing either a 
hospital pharmacy program or a clinical pharmacy program.(l5). 
The clinical pharmacy studies offered at Purdue University 
were elective, and they were offered in the fifth year of the phar-
macy program. Approximately eighty per cent of the pharmacy stu-
dents opted for the clinica.l pharmacy course studies which consisted 
of three credits -~ two lectures and one three to five hour hospital 
laboratory per week (15). 
A gradual transition occurred in the School of Pharmacy cur-
riculum at the University of Minnesota from 1958 to 1968. This tran-
sition involved designing a total curriculum which prepares all 
graduates for practice in the institutional setting as an essential 
element of their community practice. It was during the school year 
o.f 1961-1962 that non-university hospitals were involved as affil-
iated agencies for student learning. In 1965, the elective course 
tha~focused on an orientation to the hospital pharmacy was revised 
and made a required course in the pharmacy curriculum. Additional 
changes in the School of Pharmacy curriculum were based on the fol-
lowing rationale: 1) changing patterns of health care involving the 
evolution of the hospital as the community health center, 2) chang-
ing attitudes regarding health care by both professionals and laymen, 
3) expansion of health facilities and services for ambulant patients, 
4) involvement of the federal government in massive governmental pro-
grams of patient care, 5) efforts to provide comprehensive health 
care emphasized that all pharmacists must be prepared to practice 
in the institutional environment. Accordingly, the elective course 
in orientation to hospital pharmacy was received and made a currie-
ular requirement, and the course title was changed tb reflect a 
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broader character. The curriculum underwent further modification 
to support the senior pharmacy course, The faculty of the School 
of Pharmacy of the University of Minnesota concluded that 1) prepa-
ration for contemporary community practice must include instruction 
in the provision of pharmaceutical services in the institutional set-
ting, and 2) total curricular involvement implies undergraduate in-
struction in actual hospital pharmacies and is superior to instruction 
provided in a specialized theory course or in a series of theory 
courses labeled "hospital (or "institutional") pharmacy" (16). 
I 
The University of Georgia School of Pharmacy followed suit 
in 1968 by insuring that all undergraduate students receive a well-
planned orientation in the institutional practice of pharmacy as a 
basis for their professional practice, acknowledging the fact that 
most o.f the pharmacy program graduates enter the field of community 
pharmacy practice (17). 
The University of Iowa's School of Pharmacy is a part of an 
educational complex involving a teaching hospital and a medical school. 
The course of studies of the School of Pharmacy in 1968 was referred 
to as an Under9raduate Clinical Hospital Pharmacy Program. It pur-
sued two objectives: 1) a survey of hospital pharmacy systems, prob-
lems, and goals provided through lecture and 2) experience in a clin-
ical environment without particular regard to hospital pharmacy or-
ganizational or administrative factors. The major goal of this pro-
gram was to prepare students to provide pharmaceutical services to 
patients.. The methods for accomplishing this were reinforced by in-
volving the students in the case-study method approach to learning (18). 
In 1968, the courses in hospital pharmacy at the Duquesne 
University School of Pharmacy presented one more example of a non-
- ---- - -
c_____c_ 
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medical campus school of pharmacy in affiliation with community has-
pitals. The coordinator of the program was an assistant professor 
of hospital pharmacy and also shared administrative responsibilities 
with the directors of pharmacy services of the various hospitals. 
The objective of the hospital pharmacy course was to expose the stu-
dent to the various elements which compose modern hospital practice 
rather than to develop a trained practitioner. An experimental clin-
ical pharmacy course was included in the curriculum. The objective 
of this course was to acquaint the student with drug usage in the 
clinical setting. Clinical pharmacy was regarded as a patient and 
disease oriented subject area. Hospital pharmacy was viewed as a 
service oriented subject area ( 19). 
The University of Southern California School of Pharmacy 
revised its curriculum in 1970. Of note is the relegation of the 
fifth and s.ixth years of the program to a clinical clerkship. The 
fi.rst of these two years of clerkship emphasized the roie of pharma-
cists in the direct delivery of pharmaceutical services. ·The second 
clerkship year concentrated on clinical pharmacology and pharmaco-
kinetics as related to patient care. The revised curriculum provided 
for interaction betw~en the pharmacists as health care professionals 
and other members of the health care team with special emphasis on the 
patient (20), (21). 
During the time from 1970 to 1975, similar approaches were 
reported by other schools of pharmacy and their affiliated clinical 
settings, e.g. College of Pharmacy, Washington State University. As 
these programs were initiated and evolved during the years 1970-1975, 
they were steadily progressing to the point of program evaluation in 
1975 (22). 
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Many college schools of pharmacy have turned to nearby com-
munity hospitals to find adequate teaching laboratories. The New Jersey 
Hospital .Association facilitated access to community hospitals as affili-
ates in the education of pharmacy students when they defined clinical 
pharmacy as 
••••. that area of pharmacy relating specifically to the 
patient, which is concerned with drug usage and the 
actual observation of therapeutic z·esponse, as dis-
tinguished from the theoretical and experimental. The 
practice of clinical pharmacl.l must also be concerned 
with interprofessional relationships between the phar-
macist and other. members of the health care team (23). 
Professional Degrees as Contrasted with Academic Degrees 
~n fharmacy Education ---- An Area of Confusion 
In the evolution of pharmacy education in the United States, 
an unavoidable confusion has occurred regarding semantics when refer-
ence is made to the academic and professional degrees earned by stu-
dents whose ultimate goal is the practice of pharmacy. Th.is confusion 
has served to cloud issues of curriculum development and curricular 
evolution as well as to distort the operative frames of reference from 
which the proponents of various ideological approaches to pharmacy 
education promulgate their conceptualizations of what constitutes the 
essence of pharmacy education. 
Historically, the Master's Degree (magister artium) was in-
corporated as an integral part of the American college system of colo-
nial times. Essentially, it was designed according to the manner in 
which it was used at that time in England at.Cambridge and Oxford 
Universities. The British universities granted the master's degree 
"in course" to students remaining on the rosters after completing 
the requirements for a lesser degree. In so doing, no additional edu-
cational attainment was required whatsoever. The identical practice 
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was in effect at Harvard College <lS late as 1825. The cost to the 
st~dent was solely a .monetary one. Additional study and research 
were not required. Upon payment of a stipulated fee, every st~dent 
who had been granted a bachelor's degree from Harvard automatically 
received a master's degree. This practice was common among other 
colleges of that era (24). 
Reform took place in the American college system during the 
earned M.A. at Yale was granted in 1876. By 1930 the number of earn-
ed Master's degrees in American colleges had increased to 14,495. In 
1905 concern was expressed that the Master's degree had come to stand 
for so many academic accomplishments among which was included an hon-
orary degree. However, it was not until 1957 that the Committee on 
Policies in Graduate Education in a report to the American Association 
of Graduate Schools commented that the M.A. degree in many institu-
tions was still nothing more than a "consolation prize" ..• . a piece of 
parchment paper signifying "superficial, transparent academic achieve-
ment (24). 
The contemporary Master's degree has a wide spectrum of edu-
cational import depending upon the degree-granting institution as well 
as upon the discrepancies existing among the departments of the same 
institution. The Master's degree of today is regarded as appropriate 
recognition for a year of valid graduate study, an intermediate form 
of award for those who are unable to attain a doctoral degree, or a 
fundamental base for those striving for the Ph. D. degree. It is 
awarded as the first professional degree in some fields, such as 
M.S.L.S. (library science) and M.P.H. (public health). It is regard-
ed as a second professional degree in other fields, e.g. M. Arch. 
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(architecture) and M.S. Pharm. (pharmacy) (24). 
The Doctor of Pharmacy degree, relatively recently introduced 
into contemporary pharmaceutical education, is not new in the strict 
sense of the word. In 1895 a three-year course terminating in the de-
gree of Doctor of Pharmacy (P.D.) was initiated at the Philadelphia 
College of Pharmacy and continued until 1915. Doctor of Pharmacy 
degrees were offered by a number of educational institutions during 
the first tl1ree decades of the present century. The course of stud-
ies required for such a degree varied in duration from three to sev-
en years. Destined to failure because of lack of educational sub-
stance, the early Doctor of Pharmacy degrees were educationally worth-
less. Rather than developing a sound program that justified a pro-
fessional doctorate, schools of pharmacy direc.ted their cilrr.iculum to 
the baccalaureate degree, first via the Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph. G.) 
and then through the Pharmaceutical Chemist degree (Ph. C.) (24). The 
cont.emporary Doctor of Pharmacy degree has gained little by its reintro-
duction into the educationa·l arena. As it is presently constituted, 
it is a degree granted for six years of study at the undergraduate 
level. 
In general the education of health professionals in the 
United States is highly structured. The pattern is one in which the 
basic program includes general education -- usually a minimum of two 
years followed by four years of professional upper-division and 
graduate courses leading to a professional doctor's degree. This pat-
tern of education is typical for the professions of dentistry, medi-
cine, chiropody, optometry, and veterinary medicine. The recommen-
dations of the Pharmaceutical Survey of 1950 and the 1950 Committee 
on Curriculum of tlJe A.A,C.P. were directed to this pattern of pro-
I 
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fessional education (24). Five years before, in 1945, Dr. Linwood Tice 
stated 
••••• an added year or two years of preprofessional training 
would go far in placing pharmacy on the same level as 
medicine and dentistry, and the time will come when this 
must be done. Some thought should be given to the desira-
bility of a professional degree - Doctor of Pharmacy -
since only then will we be on a truly equal level with 
medicine and dentistry (25). 
Review of Descriptive Terms Applied to the Various Levels 
and Prescribed Time Allotments in the 
...... OU:t.St:--of-PiJC:J:rmacy Edur..-.---atio 
The use of terminology describing various levels and styles 
of learning in education for the health care professions often proves 
to be more confusing than descriptive. Terms such as clerkship, in-
ternship, residency, and even the currently less professional term of 
apprenticeship have contributed to misunderstanding when attempting 
to communicate· fact.e; pertaining to the education of health care pro-
fessionals. Pharmacy is not to be excluded from such cryptic attempts 
to define categories of learning. 
For purposes of accreditation, in May, 1963, the American 
Society of Hospital Pharmacists defined the residency in Hospital Phar-
macy as 
••••• an organized post-graduate training program, edu-
cational in nature, which meets the Accreditation 
Standard for Residency in Hospital Pharmacy of the 
American Society of Hospital Pharmacists. These 
programs shall be organized and conducted in such 
a manner as to develop special skill.s and competency 
in hospital pharmacy, far beyond the legal require-
ments for licensure (26). 
The term "residency" has come into conunon use to describe 
the period of organized training for Hospital Pharmacy and it currently 
appears to be used synonymously with the term "internship." Recourse 
to euphemisms can be regarded as the use "of words of higher implication 
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by a profession to raise its status. The blue-collar term "apprentice-
ship" referring to practical experience under the skilled worker has 
definite overtones that imply relationships to non-professional trades. 
Accordingly the profession of pharmacy abandoned this term in favor of 
the term tl internship." 
As boards of pharmacy adopted the term "internship" the 
professional association representing hospital pharmacy deemed it 
necessary to differentiate its programs by using the term "residency." 
This further confused the use of terms. In the field of medicine, a 
resident is one who has completed an internship and is licensed to prac-
tice. In contrast, hospitals accept unlicensed pharmacy "residents" who 
have not yet served in "internship" as the term is used by the medical 
profession (27). 
The American Society of Hospital Pharmacists has attempted to 
c.Iarify the terminology issue to some degree by officially relinquish-
ing the term "internship" to describe formal training programs in hos-
pi tals and by adopting the term "residency." This term was considered 
as better in describing the training delineated in the Accreditation 
Standard for Residency in Hospital Pharmacy, adopted in May, 1963; 
which replaced the old Minimum Standards for Pharmacy in Hospitals. 
Accordingly, the term "residency" describes the type of training pro-
grams that meet the standards established by the Accreditation Standards 
for Residency in Hospital Pharmacy by the American Society of Hospital 
Pharmacists. By way of differentiation, the term "internship" describes 
the type of training program meeting the licensure requirements set 
forth by state boards of pharmacy. By their very nature, residency pro-
grams meet the requirements for licensure; however, internship programs 
per se do not meet the standards established for accredited residency 
'· 
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programs. It follows that a residency program is more comprehensive in 
scope than an internship program (28). 
In retrospect, it is interesting to note that in the.report of 
the American Pharmaceutical Association Committee on Education present-
ed at the annual meetingof the association in May, 1968, an unsuccess-
ful attempt was made to do away with the traditional internship licen-
sing requirements of the boards of pharmacy. In proposing the obliter-
ation of the internship program to be replaced by an approach referred 
to as an "externship," committee chairman Linwood Tice stated 
••.•• There is considerable doubt as to whether in the ma-
jority of cases Externship and Internship are both mean-
ingful and valuable to the candidate preparing for licen-
sure. The committee recommends that the National Associ-
ation of Boards of Pharmacy and its constituent boards 
consider the abandonment of all internship requirements 
and adopt in their place a six month Externship to. be 
gained during the years of formal college training and 
supervised by the college as part of the educational ex-
perience. 1'he committee also suggests that a sizeable 
portion of this Externship might best be obtained in a 
hospital or some other clinical environment (29). 
"Clerkship" is an elusive term; nevertheless, Webster's New 
World Dictionary of the American Language, Second Edition, makes 
reference to the word clerk being derived from the Ecclesiastical Latin 
referring to priest. Perhaps there is a connection between the concept 
of the pha.rmacy "clerkship" and the fact that during the Medieval period 
(A.D. 400-1500) the term "clerkship" had its origin. The monks of this 
time collected all available manuscripts and copied and preserved them. 
Among other things, they preserved the works of pharmacy and medicine. 
Monastery gardens were important factors in the writing and copying of 
herbals or books on plant lore, the oldest of which dates 500 years be-
fore the invention of printing (30). 
A very likely connection exists .between the monk of the Medi-
I 
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eval period who copied formulae that related to the therapeutic use of 
herbs and the seventeenth and eighteenth century clerk .in a pharmacist's 
shop in Britain l>'ho dispensed pharmaceutical compounds, kept records and 
filed. Such activity is in accord with an expanded definition of clerk 
found in Webster's Dictionary. 
In spite of its ambiguity, the term "clerkship" has been adop-
ted for common usage by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education, 
and to preserve continuity it will be used as the term signifying the 
concept of clerkship as well as residency. This approach has been cho-
sen in order .to circumvent the ambiguities found in the current usage of 
these terms. 
The objective of this study was to develop a clinical experience 
component fo:c a school of pharmacy not associated with a teaching medical 
center of its own, or in close proximity. A syllabus for a prolonged 
clinical exposure taken in residence in a community hospital was es-
tablished.for the experimental base, Subsequently its practicality and 
rel·evance were evaluated- through a survey. The survey will evaluate 
the students' opinions of the rotations, their duration, and their rele-
vance to their professional experience subsequent to graduation. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF A PHARMACY CLERKSHIP PROGRAM 
IN A COMMUNITY HOSPITAL 
Description of Project 
In June of 1970 a proposal was made to the Dean of the School of 
Pharmacy of the University of the Pacific to incorporate an elective eli-
nical pharmacy clerkship program as a part of the existing curriculum. 
The proposal involved establishing a clinical clerkship program at 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital, Santa Cruz, California. The writer of 
this work was the initiator of the proposal and was one of the main re-
source persons in the development of the pharmacy clerkship and its imple-
mentation. The proposal was regarded as acceptable by the Dean and was 
approved by the University administration. A contractual agreement was 
arranged between the University of the Pacific and Dominican Santa Cruz 
Hospital establishing an affiliation for the pharmacy clerkship program. 
The hospital administrator, the hospital medical director, the chief 
pharmacist and the two staff pharmacists were appointed Adjunct Profes-
sors of Clinical Pharmacy. 
This wri.ter, who held the position of Chief Pharmacist, was 
commissioned with the responsibility of developing and implementing the 
curriculum. The pharmacy clerkship program based at Dominican Santa 
Cruz Hospital was unique in its involvement of the students as intra-
departmental participants in the direct patient service areas of the 
hospital as opposed to the more common approach of relegating students 
.,., 
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to hospital departments as observers. Furthermore, these students had 
the opportunity of being intradepartmental participants .in the. non-
patient areasof the hospital. The approach is exemplified in the cur-
riculum design syllabus (Appendix B). 
The size of the community hospital (150 beds) facilitated 
interdepartmental participation by the students and afford.ed uncompli- · 
cated access to medical conferences, nursing conferences and inservice 
training programs. 
The Pharmacy Department at Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital func-
tioned as a departmental entity in its own right. Its broad scope of 
professional activities and responsibilities were felt to be an asset 
in gaining the acceptance and confidence for developing a clinical ex-
perience component. utilizing the other hospital departments, the hospital 
administration and the. medical staff. 
~--
The pharmacy clerkship curriculum for the student experience 
at Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital was structured entirely on behavioral 
objectives -- more popularly referred to as performance objectives (Ap-
pendix B). Such an approach in the design of curriculum automatically 
incorporates the evaluative process. Objectives are either achieved or 
not achieved, attainable or non-attainable. Such an approach facilitates 
evaluation of the curriculum as to its appropriateness, as well as evalu-
ation of student achievement of the objectives. 
Fifteen areas of the hospital were selected as being practical 
learning areas that were support.ive to achievement of the objectives. 
As the 42 objectives were developed, the appropriate learning areas in 
the hospital were selected. For example, objectives one through four 
deal with aspects of the organization and administration of a hospital; 
accordingly the appropriate area of learning was identified as the hos-
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pital administration offices and the personnel exemplifying the objec-
tives as the hospital's main administrative staff. Furthermore, the 
operation of hospitals is moving toward an integrated approach based on 
the sharing of information and professional expertise between health pro-
fessionals and on the aspect of cost control which acknowledges. that the 
facility design can positively affect hospital operations. That is, the 
hospital pharmacy is no longer isolated in the hospital basement, but 
rather it has "made it" to the first floor and, in many instances, to the 
nurses' stations throughout the hospital, becoming a more integral part 
of the whole institution. 
Administration 
Widespread activity in most areas of the hospital, plus fiscal 
impact of the pharmacy department's revenue production, demands that the 
pharmacist understand the various aspects of hospital management. The 
-administrative structures essentially begin with the board of directors 
and work down to the department heads. Styles of management must_be 
· understood since the style will qictate how the pharmacy department will 
function relative to overall management. The pharmacy department fills 
an essential role in relation to physicians regarding the various func-
tions that have a medical orientation, such as the Pharmacy and Thera-
peutics Committee and medical conferences with pharmacist participation. 
The pharmacist should gain an understanding of that phase of adminis-
trative structure to which he will be linked on a day-to-day basis. 
Business Services 
The pharmacist has a responsibility to the total operation of a 
hospital relative to charge retrieval. It is the pharmacist who initiates 
cost retrieval by making the appropriate charges to patients when pre-
paring their drug regimen. His responsibility extends all the way to the 
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business office. The pharmacist coordinates with the business office 
manager to insure that the hospital retrieves all its charges. This 
is an aacepted fact, for fiscal responsibility is also his duty. 
Experience in the business offiaes of the hospital insures that the 
I 
pharmacy resident will gain some insight into the activity of this de-
partment and better appreciate the duty of fiscal responsibility. It 
also allows him to prepare himself better for the skill of defining 
drug dist:r.i,bution systems and developing them; for such systems include 
the component of fiscal aontrol, paper flow, and its control. 
Buildings and Grounds 
The pharmacist will be involved in defining and designing new 
pharmacy facilities and in remodeling older ones·. How buildings are put 
together, what structural changes can be made, and an understanding of 
what might be possible (e.g., the question of the installation of a pneu-
matic tube ::;yBtem or dumbwaiter relative to a planned diug distribution 
system) are .all fundamental to the potential aspects of drug distribution. 
An understanding of the meaning of security, its problems and responsi-
bilities, is required of the pharmacist. Security refers not only to the 
pharmacy premises, it also refers to such things as instructional programs 
for hospital personnel and to the dangers of drug abuse and overuse. 
Hospitals are being controlled on an increasingly integrated 
plane as far as departmental relationships are concerned. Modularization 
implies departmental· integration. Accordingly, an understanding of the 
integrated approach to design is important to the pharmacist in planning 
for new and ren~deled facilities. 
Purchasing and Central Supply. 
Differing philosophies can produce misunderstandings and hard 
feelings between the departments of purchasing, central supply and phar-
l 
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macy. The pharmacist must understand these different :areas because he 
needs to work closely with these individuals for his department to func-
tion adequately.. Many pharmaceuticals are purchased on the word of in-
dividuals who know little or nothing about such items. Yet these people 
are reluctant to ask assistance of the one individual who is well versed 
on the subject. Therefore it is the pharmacist's responsibility to the 
administration of the hospital to work closely with the members of other 
departments - the nurses and doctors and technicians who employ phar-
maceutical material during their work - to assure that the patients re-
ceive the best possible selection of pharmaceuticals, and that the hos-
pital receives the best return for every expenditure. Cooperative work 
relationships are essential when, on an integrated basis, drug distri-
bution and patient care designs and profi.Ies are being developed. Phar-
macists must have a working knowledge of the procedures of these depart-
ments because ot· their important activity in the procuring and storage 
of pharmaceuticals. 
·Nursing Services 
Services offered by a specific department, such as the department 
of nursing services, are becoming less the part of a singular entity and 
more a part of an integrated whole. The generic concept of patient care 
services has acquired prominence. The pharmacist must understand the 
interrelationships of those complex factors that constitute nursing as 
well as the hierarchical order historically maintained in the adminis-
tration of nursing services. By becoming acquainted with the socio-
logical roles and the bilateral relationships of both nursing personnel 
and physicians as they interact in the da.ily care of patients, the phar-
macist can better understand the nature of "hidden" incongruities such 
as the subtle differences in the communication of a nurse assigned to the 
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care of obstetrics when contrasted with the nurse assigned to orthopedics. 
As compared to the relationships with other departments in the 
hospital, the interface between the department of nursing and the phar-
macy department is a consistent reality that persists on an ongoing daily 
basis. The interaction of nurse-patient-pharmacist relative to appropriate 
drug therapy is an important one -- one that is essential if the desired 
goal of patient care is to be achieved. The pharmacist and nurse work 
closely as a team to secure the optimum well-being of the patient through 
drug therapy -- the pharmacist as the expert and the resource person who 
is given an added dimension through the skills of the nurse who incorpo-
rates designated pharmaceutical therapeutics into the. total restorative 
regimen of the patient. 
Therapeutic and Diagnostic Technologies 
The following areas of rotation are classified as therapeutic 
and diagnostic technologies: 1) Surgical Technologies, 2) Radiology, 
3) Nuclear Medicine, 4) Clinical Laboratory and Pathology, 5) Respira-
tory Technologies (Inhalation Therapies), 6) Dietetics and Food Ser-
vices, and 7) Emergency and Outpatient Services. The departments in-
volved with surgical, therapeutic and diagnostic technologies form the 
major group of activities in the hospital, heretofore generally in-
accessable and not serviced by the pharmacist with his unique know-
ledge and skills. In many of these areas two main factors are common: 
1) a rather significant supply of pharmaceuticals exists on a permanent 
basis without pharmacist supervision and 2) frequently, the individuals 
administering these pharmaceuticals are technicians with far less sophisti-
cated training in pharmacology. Furthermore, some physicians in these 
areas have suggested the need for the consulting services of a pharmacist. 
The one individual who has the academic background· common to each of these 
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departments not only in relation to pharmaceuticals but also in relation 
to other medical functions is the pharmacist. Thus two areas of acti-
vity call for the pharmacist's input: 1) sound supervision of phar-
maceuticals which should result in better patient care and 2) the ef-
fective cost control of pharmaceuticals and subsequent cost retrieval. 
Again, we are discussing adm.inistrative control and supervision as well 
as development of sound interrelated pharmaceutical and patient care 
----------~s,ystems and the pharmacist's role. 
Pharmaceutical Services 
The pharmacist has the final ability or chance to integrate 
all his management and technical skills to form drug distribution, 
therapeutic and cost control systems to help insure a viable health 
care institution. Experience in the area of pharmaceutical services 
guides the student in the expansion of the pharmacist's role in the 
community and in the hospital itself- a role that requires more eli-
nical participation. This area of .rotation highlights. the development 
of patient drug profiles, the monitoring of patient drug regimens for 
drug reactions as well as overall pharmacological effects, the enhance-
ment of sterility and drug compatability factors pertaining to co-
ordinated I.V. additive programs, and the teaching and consultant role 
to physicians and paramedical professions that involves drug information 
and source development. All this sen'es to develop the pharmacist's 
cognizance of the patient's needs relative to his specific drug regimen, 
working skills in the operation of the pharmacy, sense of role respon-
sibility in his relationship to the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee, 
and management ability in implementing the process of.inpatient and out-
patient dispensing. 
The other major point of this section was to give the student 
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a sense of transition of pharmaceutical services to people from an in-
patient environment progressing ultimately to the outpatient environment. 
The idea was to assist the student to think of the patient notnecessarily 
as only an inpatient, but as a whole individual with specific needs for 
~-
his pharmaceutical services as well as other kinds of services both dur-
ing his hospitalization and after discharge from the hospital. The eli-
nical aspects of pharmacy practice should noi: be confined to inpatient 
status but should continue with the. patient from an inpatient to out-
patient and well status. 
The development of the instructional staff was achieved by means 
of an orientation to the program and to the proposed objectives. Key 
members of the hospital staff were initiallY involved in the identification 
of topics and objectives considered relevant to a viable clinical phar-
macy clerkship. A major factor in. the success of the program was solid 
support of the hospital administration as well as of the administration 
of the academic institution. The most essential factors in achieving 
successful implementation of the program were the support, cooperation 
and willing involvement of the· actual staff members of the Pharmacy De-
partment of Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital. 
l 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF THE SURVEY 
In September of 1975, questionnaires were sent to the twent~c-~-------------_ 
two graduates who participated in the Pharmacy Clerkship Program. Of 
the twenty-two graduates, thirteen (59%) responded. The questionnaire 
appears in Appendix D. 'A complete tabulation of results subsequently 
appears in the Tables. 
Professional Experience Since Graduation 
The,professional practice of the respondents since graduation 
from pharmacy·school is identified in the following areas. The response 
(TabJe I) is represented by grouping the total number of years in each 
area as accumulated by the group as a whole. 
TABLE I 
Postgraduate Experience of Respondents 
Environment Years 
Community Pharmacy 20.5 
Hospital Pharmacy 19.2 
Hospital Pharmacy Residency 1.5 
Pharmacy Education 3.0 
Military Service 0 
Other 0 
e 
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Of the thirteen respondents six indicated both hospital and community 
practice experience since graduation, five indicated essentially total 
hospital pharmacy experience, and two community practice only. 
Evaluation of Respondents' Questionnaires 
The students evaluated the fifteen areas of rotation accord-
ing to the following categories of duration: "Too Long," "Too Short," 
"About Right," and "Should be Orilitted." The results are summa1·ized in 
Table II. Of these fifteen areas only two were predominately evaluated 
as being "Too Long" in duration. Those areas were Buildings and Grounds 
and Security (30.8%) and Dietetics/Food Services (53.8%). One area was 
predominately evaluated as "Should be Omitted" ----- Buildings and 
Grounds and Security (30.8%). 
For the following areas, it was indicated that the rotation time 
was "About · Rigbt" td "Too .Short .. '' Those areas were Clinical Laboratory 
and Pathology, Respiratory Therapy, and Emergency and Outpatient Services. 
Predominate opinions were that the rotations in Drug Distribution and 
Patient Drug Histories and Drug Profiles should be extended. The remain-
ing areas were considered predominately "About Right." 
Evaluation of Objectives 
Responses to the relative values of the objectives, through the 
questionnaire, are tabulated in Table III. In evaluating the respondents' 
reactions to the objectives, 50% or above was regarded as a predominance 
of the respondents' opinions. 
Seven of the objectives (16.6%) were predominately regarded as 
"Very Useful. " They are 
10) Elucidate the responsibility of the pharmacist to the 
patient after discharge from the hospital (e.g., edu-
cation, rehabilitation, prevention of drug abuse (overuse) ). 
13) Define the pharmacist's role in insuring protection of the 
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TABLE II 
Evaluation of Duration of Rotations ,.;--
~ 
~ 
Too Too About Should be ~ 
Long Short Right Omitted ~-
* ** * ** * ** * •• 
~ 
~ 
Administration 2 15.4 2 15.4 9 69.2 0 0 ~~ 
Business Services 5 38.5 1 7.7 7 53.8 0 0 
Bldgs. & Grounds 4 30.8 0 0 5 38.8 4 30.8 
-
o.J-eea-ri--1:-y 
Purchasing & 3 23.1 3 23.1 7 53.8 0 0 
Central Supply 
Nursing Practice 3 23.1 3 23.1 7 53.8 0 0 
Surgical 1 7.7 4 30.8 8 61.5 0 0 
Technologies 
Radiology 3 23.1 0 0 10 76.9 0 0 
Nuclear Med. 2 15.4 2 15.4 9 69.2 0 0 
-
Clin. I,ab/Path. 1 7.7 6 46.2 6 46.2 0 0 
Resp. Therapy 3 23.1 4 30.8 6 46.2 o· 0 
Dietetics/Food 7 53.8 1 7.7 5 38.5 0 0 
Services 
Emergency & Out- 1 7.7 6 46.2 6 46.2 0 0 
Patient Serv. 
~ 
-
Drug. Dist. 0 0 8 61.5 5 38.5 0 0 ~ 
- E Patient Drug /list. 0 0 8 61.5 5 38.5 0 0 ~ 
& Profiles 
-
Conun. Inform. Sys~** 2 15.4 3 23.1 7 53.8 0 0 
* - Number of responses. 
** - Percentage of responses~ 
*** - One questionnaire gave no response. 
"-'J..l-'~i!lll~!u ~'"llL.I:D!!.iliu ~ 
TABLE III 
Evaluation of Objectives 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Objective * 
Outline the corporate structure of hospital organization. 2 
Describe the responsibilities of the main administrative 3 
officers and the dynamics of the protocol involved. 
Discuss the fundamental concepts of management as they 3 
apply to hospital administration. 
Define the role and activities of the physician and 
pharmacist as participants in major hospital adminis-
trative functions (e.g., med. education and allied 
hospital administrative committees). 
3 
5. Describe the various charges on a hospital billing form. 1 
6. Demonstrate the ability to refer to the patient's hasp. 1 
record for verification & justificati_on of billing. 
7. Outline the essential components of a patient's hos- 4 
pital record. 
B. Employ interpersonal relationship skills in explain- 1 
ing hospital billing procedures to public (e.g., third 
party billing). 
9. Define admitting and discharge information that per- 4 
tains to the patient's pharmacological therapeutic 
regimen. 
Very 
useful 
** 
15.4 
23.1 
23.1 
23.1 
7.7 
7.7 
30.8 
7.7 
30.8 
I :1' 'I : llmlilllliiiiTIIII 'II II I r· , .. , .. 1 i'' I''' I !I'll 
Occasi!m-
' 
ally 
Useful 
* 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
4 
8 
4 
7 
** 
,6.2 
r2 
r-5 
1:6.2 
6.2 
J
O.B 
r-5 
rB 
53.8 
I ' '·· Jl' 
' ' ' 
* 
5 
3 
5 
4 
4 
5 
1 
7 
2 
Seldom 
Useful 
** 
38.5 
23.1 
38.5 
30.8 
30.8 
38.5 
7.7 
53.8 
15.4 
Useless 
" ** 
0 0 
1 7.7 
0 0 
0 0 
2 15.4 
3 23.1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
! ;i~l::.l :~~ lll~~:r~rl-~rlJn- ~:c:_:rn:-- 1- ,, 
"" 
"" 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Objective 
10. Elucidate the responsibility of the pharmacist to the 
patient after discharge from hospital (e.g., edu-
cation, rehabilitation, prevention of drug abuse). 
11. Discuss the functional and related architectural in-
terrelationships of the physical plant of the hospital. 
12. Describe the relationship of the hospital pharmacy as 
a physical entity. 
13. Define the pharmacist's role in insuring protection 
of the agency, practitioner (pharmacologist), and 
the public from the increasing hazards of drug mis-
use and abuse. 
14. Describe the process required for legal, coherent, 
and relet:ant purchasing & distribution of pha'rina-
ceutical materials that must exist. between the De-
partment of Pharmacy and the Purchasing Department. 
15. Construct innovative strategies to facilitate the 
communication about the distribution of pharma-
ceutical materials stored and serviced in the 
central supply area. 
16. Outline prevailing managerial styles of utilizing 
nursing personnel in an acute care institution. 
17. Identify the responsibilities of various levels 
of nursing personnel as members of the health 
care :team. 
* 
7 
0 
4 
8 
3 
2 
3 
3 
'I': 111111llmf!JIII'f!l!l!''ll! 11·:! 1· '·1 .. ,1 !-:''1' , 1 :lr 
Very 
Useful 
** 
53.8 
0 
30.8 
61.5 
23.1 
15.4 
23.1 
23.1 
Occasi~n­
ally 
Useful 
* ** 
6 16.2 
2 ' 1 5. 4 
6 r-2 
4 30.8 
7 53.8 
5 [ 
La 
4 
7 
I 
I' I. ! i'T 
* 
0 
8 
1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
2 
Seldom 
Useful 
** 
0 
61.5 
7.7 
7.7 
15.4 
30.8 
38.5 
15.4 
. ~~ n I :'~r· llll'qlll'l.l'f'l" 
Useless 
* ** 
0 0 
3 23.1 
2 15.4 
0 0 
1 7.7 
2 15.4 
1 7.7 
1 7.7 
.., 
.. 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Objective 
18. Define the role of the pharmacist as an associate in 
the administration of nursing services. 
19. Contrast the roles of the physician, the pharmacist, 
and the nurse in meeting the pharmacological needs 
of people. 
20. Delineate the prevailing areas in which nursing prac-
tice is carried out in hospitals (e.g., Medical-Sur-
gical, Obstetrics, Pediatrics, Psychiatry, Neurology, 
Operating Room, Intensive Care Unit, and Coronary 
Care Unit). 
21. Outline the general daily routine of a hospital sur-
gical suite. 
22. Demonstrate basic coricepts of surgical aspetic tech-
nique. 
23. Describe the responsibilities of the anesthesiologist 
and the related pharmaceutical needs. 
24. Discuss thoroughly the pharmacological effects of 
anesthetic agents and their synergistic relation,ships 
to preoperative and postoperative medications. 
25. 
26. 
Define the various radiological procedures employing 
chemo-diagnostic contrast media. 
Describe in detail the physiological effects of radio-
logical contrast media. 
I : ! : lllllllllllll'f!llll '1 i II' I 
Very 
Useful 
* ** 
5 . 38.5 
6 46.2 
4 30.8 
0 0 
2 15.4 
1 7.7 
6 46.2 
1 7.7 
2 15.4 
I !'II 
.I occas~crn­
auy 
Useful 
* ** 
4 
6 
3 
4 
4 
8 
6 
9 
6 
I:. 
I 
[
0.8 
'6. 2 
)?3.1 
r·B 
r-8 
r-5 
•16. 2 
~: 
I 
I.WI' II; 
Seldom 
Useful 
* ** 
3 23.1 
1 7.7 
4 30.8 
8 61.5 
5 38.5 
4 30.8 
1 7.7 
3 23.1 
5 38.5 
nnr IIII""TIIT WI" 
Useless 
* ** 
1 7.7 
0 0 
2 15.4 
1 7.7 
2 15.4 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I I 
" 
'"' 
"' 
'""' 
TABLE III (Continuedj 
Objective 
27. Identify the nature and action of the radioactive sub-
stances employed in the therapies and diagnostic tech-
niques of nuclear medicine. 
28. Define the processes involved in the manufacture and 
preparation of short-lived isotope pharmaceuticals. 
29. Describe the effects of pharmacological agents on 
diagnostic tests. 
30. OUtline communication procedures involving the labor-
atory technician, physician, and pharmacist in. coping 
with the untoward effects. of pharmacological agents 
on diagnostic tests. 
31. Define the cooperati~e roles of the pharmacist~ the 
physician~ and inhalation therapist in adequately 
meeting the respiratory needs of people. 
32. Describe the physiological actions and desired 
therapeutic goals of the pharmacological agents 
affecting ventilation a·na adequate oxygenation. 
33. Explain the biochemical interrelationships of the 
essential nutrients and pharmacological agents. 
34. Define the coopez·ative roles of the pharmacist~ the 
nutritionist and physician in assisting people to 
regain and to maintain homeostasis. 
Very 
Useful 
* ** 
1. 7.7 
2 15.4 
6 46.2 
2 15.4 
4 30.8 
5 38.5 
4 30.8 
2 15.4 
I II' ; I ll~llllllllllliTIII 'Ill II ' I I 'il i' I ' I :'Ill 
0 .I ccas~lm-
ally 
useful 
* ** 
6 ~~-2 
3 L 
6 r2 
6 6.2 
7 513.8 
4 3 10.8 
4 3'0. 8 
5 3 1.8.5 
I !'!1'1' 
···----------
Seldom 
Useful 
* ** 
6 46.2 
8 61.5 
1 7.7 
5 38.5 
2 15.4 
4 30.8 
5 38.5 
6 46.2 
'1'1'1' llli"'H'Itf1" 
Useless 
* ** 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
~--! 
"' "' 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
I_ 
Occasitbn-
Very ally Seldom 
Useful Useful Useful Useless 
Objective 
* ** * ** * ** * ** 
35. Identify the responsibilities of the pharmacist in 7 53.8 3 L.l 3 23.1 0 0 
serving as consultant in emergency & outpatient 
services. 
36. Outline the teaching role of the pharmacist as it 9 69.2 4 !30. 8 0 0 0 0 
relates to other members of the health care team 
as well as to the patient and his family. 
37. Define the psychodynamics of interpersonal re- 3 23.1 4 :w.8 6 46.2 0 0 
lationships during stressful situations (e.g., 
I "" those encountered in unplanned & high tension 
" environment of hospital emergency room). 
38. Explain prevailing styles employed in drug distri- 11 84.6 2 ]'5.4 0 0 0 0 
bution systems in hospitals. 
I 
39. Identify the role responsibilities of various allied 9 69.2 3 23.1 1 7.7 0 0 
health practitioners as they are involved in drug 
distribution systems. 
I 
40. Describe the therapeutic relevance of patient drug 11 84.6 2 15.4 0 0 0 0 
histories and drug profiles. L.5 41. Construct an outline of the emerging realistic- role 6 46.2 5 2 15.4 0 0 
of the pharmacist as the professional expert who di-
rects & coordinates activities of hasp. pharmacy serv. 
I 
42. Design a drug abuse prevention program coordinating pro- 5 38.5 6 46.2 1 7.7 1 7.7 
fessional skills of both hosp. & community pharmacists. 
I 
*-Number of responses .. 
** - Percentage of responses. 
' I : I I llllliillllllilfllll 'II I II : I II ii'l': I I'll ~,,. ' Jl' IIII''III'I-1'11'1" ' ll ' ' 1:::; I ,, 
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agency, the practitioner (pharmacologist), and the public 
from the increasing hazards of drug misuse and abuse. 
35) Identify the responsibilities of the pharmacist in serving 
as a consultant in emergency and outpatient services. 
36) Outline the teaching role of the pharmacist as it relates 
to other members of the health team as well as to the 
patient and his family. 
38) Explain prevailing styles employed in drug distribution 
systems in hospitals. 
39) Identify the role responsibilities of the various allied 
health practitioners as they are involved in drug distri-
but~on systems. 
40) Describe the therapeutic relevance of patient drug histories 
and drug profiles. 
The seven objectives (16.6%) that. were predominately regarde_d as 
"Occasionally Useful" are 
7) Outline the essential component of a patient's hospital 
record. 
9) Define the a.dmitting and discharge information that per-
tains to the patient's pharmacological therapeutic regi~ 
men. 
14) Describe the process required for legal, coherent, and 
relevant purchasing and distribution of pharmacological 
.materials that must exist between the Department of Phar-
macy and the Purchasing Department. 
17) Identify the responsibilities of various levels of nursing 
personnel as members of the health care team. 
23) Describe the responsibilities of the anesthesiologist and 
the .related pharmaceutical needs. 
25) Define the various radiological procedures employing 
chemodiagnostic contrast media. 
31) Define the cooperative roles of the pharmacist, the 
physician, and the inhalation therapist in adequately 
meeting the respiratory needs of people. 
Therefore, a total of 33.2% of the objectives were predominately regarded 
as "Very Useful" or ''Occasionally Useful." 
The six (14.5%) objectives predominately judged negatively by the 
C'-
I I 
1 
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respondents, i.e., "Seldom Useful,". or "Useless" are: 11) Discuss the 
functional and related architectural interrelationships of the physical 
plant of the hospital, 21) Outline the general daily routine of a hos-
pital surgical suite, 28) Define the processes involved in the manu-
facture and preparation of short-lived isotope pharmaceuticals, 8) Em'-
ploy interpersonal relationship skills .in explaining hospital billing 
procedures to the public (e.g., third party billing), 6) Demonstrate 
the ability to refer to the patient's hospital record for verification 
and justification of billing, and 22) Demonstrate basic concepts of 
surgical aseptic technique. 
Twenty-two of the objectives (52.3%) (1;2,3,4,5,12,15,16,18, 
19,20,24,26,27,29,30,32,33,34,37,41,42) were predominately regarded as 
acceptable when the responses of the "Very Useful" and "Occasionally 
Useful" totaled 50% or above. On these the respondents were almost 
equally divided in their opinions as to whether these objectives were 
very or occasionally useful. In summary, 85.5% of the objectives ;;ere 
considered positively by the respondents. 
Additional Comments 
In referring to that part of the questionnaire eliciting com-
ments about aspects that might enhance the program, the focus was two-
fold ----- Drug Conferences and the Disease Process and the Practice 
of Hospital Pharmacy. 
As far as Drug Conferences and the Disease Process are con-
oerned, students appear to want this on a concentrated daily basis. 
One respondent states, "The Clerkship at Santa Cruz was 
excel.lent as a teaching tool in understanding the total 
hospital environment. Arbitrarily five days were allow-
ed for each rotation. This should be corrected since 
relevance and interest varies ;;ith each rotation. Ten 
to eleven ;;eeks could cover these areas with probably 
the same results. Four ·to five weeks should be devoted 
E 
!iii 
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to the physician, pharmacist and chart relationship and 
patient· disease states in depth ("Rounds"). Therefore, 
only students with sufficient pharmacology background 
should attempt such a course .••••••• " 
Another respondent comments, "I would have liked to have 
the opportunity to take patient profiles and patient drug 
histories in the hospital. More student lectures and re-
ports on specific drugs taken from different hospital de'-
partments as ·representative drugs associated or frequent-
ly used in t!Jat certain department." 
Further emphasis is presented by a respondent who lists the following 
recommendations in order of priority. 
"l. Daily conferences on disease states conducted by a 
pharmacist and/or physician. 
2. Attending available medical conferences. 
3. More teaching from case study format. 
4. Improve communicative skills by oral and written 
presentat,j,ons. 
5. More constant evaluation of students' attitudes of 
clinical pharmacy." 
Again, the emphasis is placed on drug conferences and disease states 
by the respondent who lists the following in order of priority. 
"1. Doing rounds with physicians and interns. 
2. Interview patient. 
3. Patient follow-up - be able to follow a patient from 
admission to discharge on all the medications used." 
Eight of the respondents indicated more specific inclinations 
toward the practice of Hospital Pharmacy. Grouped together, their com-
ments indicate this. 
"1. More time with injectables. 
2. More time with hyperalimentation. 
3. More time with nursing stations. 
4. More time with physicians on rounds." 
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"1. Unit dose. 
2. I.V. Additives. 
3. Spend more time in the pharmacy learning. 
4. Hospital pharmacy orientation." 
"1. I. V. Admixture (Programs, Incompatabili ties, Acid-
Base Chemistry in relation to Pharmacy role). 
2. Poisonings (Sources of information, Toxicology, proto-
cols). 
3. Drug information (Sources, protocols). 
4. Continuing education (Reading list ----- Pertinent 
articles especially about new drugs)." 
"1. I.V. Additives----- interactions, administration, etc. 
2. Injectable drugs precautions on administration. 
3. Laboratory drugs emphasis on biologicals, misc. 
4. Pharmacy Policy and used procedure manuals. 
5. Irrigation solutions." 
"1. Training in Cardio-pulmonary Resuscitation (C .P.R.) 
Procedures. 
2. Training in drug administration and techniques. 
3. Training in supervision and management of pharmacy 
supportive personnel. 
4. Training in selection of drugs and treatments of 
patients. 
5. Training in dosage calculation in response to patient 
clinical status. 
6. Basic understanding that pharmacy is a service and all 
skills learned is to provide services for patients so 
that patient-pharmacist rel.ation could be established 
and maintained." 
"1. Development of intra-departmental roles. 
2. Transition from traditional to clinical roles in phar-
macy. 
3. Coordination of pharmacist-nurse relationships. 
~-
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4. Mo;re detailed patie!lt treatment of regimens including 
pharmac:ist in 6ther areas than drug distribution. 
5. Better utilization of the pharmacist in teaching func-
tions in hospital, both to other pharmacists, R.N.s, 
paramedics, and M.D.s." 
"1. Actual period in the pharmacy accompanying each of the 
pharmacy personnel on their jobs. 
2. Drug rounds with physicians or interns. 
3. Interview patient. 
~~--------------------~4~-~~P~a~t~~~·e~n~t~f~o~l~l~o~w~-~u,p - be able to follow a p~a~t~l~·e~n~t~f~r~om~--------~---' 
admission to discharge on all medications used." 
"1. I.V. therapy (i.e., drug administration via I.V., 
administration sets, nursing procedures). 
2. Researching M.D. questions." 
One respondent did not comment in this section. 
Respondents rated the clerkship semester as "Excellent," 
"Satisfactory," or "Disappointing .. " The program rating follows in 
Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
General Evaluation of Clerkship 
.. Rating Responses 
Excellent 2* 15.4** 
Satisfactory 8* 61.5** 
Disappointing 1* 7.7** 
* - Number of responses. 
** - Percentage of responses. 
Two other categories were added by respondents. One respondent used 
the rating "Good" 7. 7% Another respondent rated the clerkship 
"Excellent in Exposure" but "Lacking in Adequate Leadership" 7. 7% 
P.= 
~ 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
~------------------------~----------------~----~~----------------~-----c 
Of the 22 students completing the clerkship described in this 
thesis, 13 responded to assist in its evaluation. These alumni indicated 
having two to four years professional experience since their graduation. 
Experience with the realities of professional practice increases the 
weight of their evaluative responses. Of those who responded, there is 
very little difference between the number of years spent in community 
pharmacy and hospital pharmacy practice. This could be related to the 
increasing demand for pharmacists in hospitals. 
As noted earlier, the duration of the rotations was established 
arbitrarily at five days each. In the students' judgements, each of the 
areas, timewise, was "About Right" except for three, two of which were 
judged to be too long (Buildings and Grounds and Security and Dieteti.cs 
and Food Services) and one that should be omitted (Buildings and Grounds 
and Security). 
The areas that the students thought should have·additional time 
"About Right" to "Too Short --" seem to be those areas most closely re-
lated to the didactic portion of the students' clinically-oriented class-
work prior to beginning their residency at the hospital. 
Those areas that were more closely related to the institutional 
hospital environment were regarded as "About Right." This might support 
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the need for exposure to these areas in the education of the pharmacy 
student especially for those inclined to an institutional practice. 
For the most part, the objectives of the clerkship were re-· 
garded as useful. Six of the objectives were regarded as "Seldom Use-
ful" or "Useless." When reviewing these six, they can be seen directly 
or indirectly related to the administrative aspects of hospital pharmacy 
and bospital. 
The comments of four respondents (30.8%) indicate tbat more 
emphasis be placed on those objectives that foster learning in the areas 
of physician and pharmacist interrelationships in the process of defin-
ing and assisting with the patient's drug needs. These interrelationships 
and patient-oriented processes are not restricted to the practice of has-
pital pharmacy. These respondents brought out a need for greater stress 
011 the interrelationships of physician and pharmacist as .they relate to 
patients' records and specific disease states. Most of the respondents 
expressed disappointment in the minimal contact with physicians during 
the clerkship. Possibly this could have been remedied if specific phy-
sicians had been approached beforehand, oriented, and involved in the 
execution of the curriculum in the capacity of adjunct professors. 
Also such an approach would have served to comply with the respondents' 
requests for :experiences in drug conferences, patient drug profiles, 
and drug histories. Such activities would serve as an accomplishment 
of Objective #40, "Describe the therapeutic relevance of patient drug 
histories and drug profiles." In order to meet such a need, a four to 
five week concentration is recommended for such a focus. In reviewing 
the curriculum, it appears that such a revision of time allocation and 
emphasis is warranted. 
Eight of the respondents (61.5%) indicated more specific 
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(particularized) inclinations toward the practice of hospital pharmacy 
per se. One respondent did not comment. 
In contrast to the statistical distribution of pharmacy prac-
titioners, we may assume that a large percentage of the respondents 
indicated a preference for .hospital pharmacy-oriented skills because 
of their professional acculturation that the hospital setting is the 
only place for them to practice. 
During their coux·se of study the students (now respondents) 
remarked that they liked the learning environment of the hospital due 
to its size small and personal -- as opposed to the size of the 
large teaching hospitai which, according to pharmacy. students in gener-
al, communicates an attitude of impersonalness and remoteness to the 
learner. 
The physical relocation of the students from the campus to the 
ex·tended campus of t:1e community l1ospital in whi-ch the clinical program 
was presented created no problems for the students. This was not as 
simple for the faculty members who were required to commute (approximately 
two and one-half hours driving time) between the university and the eli-
nically based clerkship program. A facultY· member assigned to remain at 
the hospital for the duration of a scheduled clerkship program is desira-
ble. The stress of a long commute is avoided and the students are af-
forded the benefits of a resource and guide whom they can call upon ev-
erg day and at any time. The continuity of the learning process is en-
hanced by having the instructor available to augment learning on an on-
call basis as well as during the regularly scheduled hours of the day. 
Learning can be expanded to include other hours in the day (e.g., even-
ing and nights) as well as the traditional 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. 
Such a faculty member should have skills in assisting these 
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students with the factors of role change. students need guidance and 
direction as to how to perceive themselves, their values, and their par-
ticular learned skills in an.environment of which they will soon be a 
part. In addition, they need assistance with communication skills that 
will allow them to assert the right of the pharmacist to be an effective 
member of the health care team. All too often, the hospital pharmacy 
staff is too busy to attend to the adaptation needs of the students. 
Furthermore, few are sensitive to these needs. Thus, there is a very ~--~~~~~~~~~~~~.:~~~~~~~--~--,2 
obvious and urgent need to employ a faculty person to serve as guide 
and interpreter to students as they emerge into the real world of their 
profession. 
The majority of the students regarded the clerkship semester 
as satisfactory. 
It must be recognized that statistical validity of the study is 
.somewhat limited by the small number of respondents. Further, those who 
replied to the questionnaire are probably not representative of the 
·national population of pharmacists, in that about 90% of all pharmacists 
are engaged in community practice. Although the program is unique and 
represents a model for consideration, discretion should be used in ex-
trapolating the findings to other settings. 
CHAPTER V 
§----
SUM~RY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The clinical pharmacy program was implemented at Dominican 
Santa Cruz Hospital in April, 1971 as a result of a perceived need 
for clinical exposure of students. Owing to the changes in health 
care legislation and the new demands being placed upon health prac-
titioners both on a cost basis as well as on a therapeutic basis it 
seemed to the author that this clinical exposure was necessary. The 
program was based on behavioral expectations that defined a delin-
eated plan of clinical learning experiences to be achieved by the stu-
dents during the period of residency. 
The underlying concept was to make use of the community health 
care institution and to illustrate the premise that there are valuable 
possibilities in utilizing such an institution for educational purposes, 
i.e., one not affiliated with a medical school complex. This premise is 
based on the fact that the major portion of health maintenance occurs in 
the community itself. 
The program, as originally defined, was successful, but as all 
new ventures, requires revisions as indicated by the needs of students 
and of health care institutions that are caught up in change. The pro-
gram will continue to grow and·evolve. For this process to be con-
structive, the actual participation of teachers in the School of Phar-
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macg, students, clinical instructional staff and professionals in the 
health care .field is a prerequisite. 
The program illustrates where mang of the needs are relative 
to the didactic and clinical aspects of the students' educational ex-
perience. In evaluating the program it has become clear that a vital 
part of this experience is outpatient services to the public and that 
this should be incorporated as part of the learning experience. 
The questionnaires indicated general support for the program 
and its need for continuing evaluation and revision. 
Recommendations 
1) Buildings and Grounds and Security and Dietetics and Food 
Services are areas of rotation that should be completely eliminated or 
shortened and the time gained from them should be reallocated to those 
areas evaluated as "Too Short. " 
2) The time schedule of the clerkship should be rearranged 
to provide greater concentration in such areas of therapeutic relevance 
as pat.ient drug histories, drug· profiles, and their implementation and 
maintenance, e.g., fromfour to five weeks. The remainder of the pro-
gram could encompass the other objectives ----- with the six adminis-
trativelg related objectives maintained as optional (e.g., Objectives 
11,21,28,8,6, and 22). 
3) An area of study that is included but that should receive 
more emphasis as a component part of the drug profile is laboratory and 
diagnostic studies. One way in which this can be expedited is to ex-
pand this concept through chart studies. 
4) Another recommendation would expand the scope of one of the 
objectives by the establishment of a model of an elaboration of Ob-
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jective #42 (Design a drug abuse prevention program coordinating the 
professional skills of both hosptial and community pharmacists), and 
in so doing emphasize a need for a continuation of the pharmacist's 
skills in contributing to the drug profile and patient history as part 
of the monitoring of the therapeutic regimen on an outpatient basis. 
5) Through the adjunct professorship appointment process 
a cross-section of physicians by specialty should be involved in the 
teaching process of the curriculum as a method of providin_g_t_be_s_t,u=-._ _______ _ 
dents with more direct physician contact. 
6) There should be a paid faculty member assigned to the 
pharmacy clerkship program whose primary responsibility is to assist 
the students with the transition from the controlled, traditional, 
academic university learning environment to the less controlled less 
' !:-= 
predictable, clinical learning envi.ronment of the hospital. 
APPENDIX A 
CHRONOLOGY 
~ 
""' 
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1752 
1821 
CHRONOWGY 
First American hospital pharmacist - Jonathan Roberts. 
Commencement toward formalized pharmacy education in 
America - initiated at Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. 
1876 First academic Master's degree granted in America -
}------------------ya~e-universi y. 
1895 
1900 
1905 
1920 
1930's 
1932 
1940 
1942 
Awarding of Doctor of Pharmacy degree (P.D.) - three 
year curriculum initiated at Philadelphia College of 
Pharmacy and awarded until 1915. 
Experimentation with a four year approach to pharmacy 
education at the University of wisconsin. 
Dr. William Osler: "Should form a society of hospital 
pharmacists to bring to the attention of the A.Ph. A. 
the lack of pharmacy services in hospitals." 
Recognized schools of pharmacy required high school gra-
duation as prerequisite to the study of pharmacy. 
Graduate in Pharmacy (Ph.G.) degree - two year curriculum 
granted until 1932· 
Pharmaceutical Chemist (Ph. C.) degree - three year curric-
ulum -granted until 1932. 
Formed subsection on hospital pharmacy as part of section 
of Practical Pharmacy and Dispensing of the A.Ph.A. 
Harvey A.K. Whitney - University of Michigan initiated 
first formalized internship training program in hospital 
pharmacy. 
Western Reserve University - first graduate program· in 
Hospital Pharmacy. 
Four year curriculum adopted by recognized schools of 
pharmacy. 
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree- four-plus year 
curriculum. 
Formation of the A.S.H.P., and affiliated with A.Ph.A. 
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(continued) 
1942 University of Michigan begins M.S. in Hospital Pharmacy. 
1943. 
1944 
1945 
A.S.H.P. Produces Minimum Standards for Hospital Phar-
macies, and the Bulletin of the A.S.H.P •• 
A.S.H.P.'s first annual meeting: plans formulated to 
establish standards for hospital pharmacy internships. 
A.S.H.P. formed Committee on Minimum Standards to develop 
standards for internship. 
Dr. Linwood Tice: "An added year or two years of prepro-
fessional training preceeding pharmacy would go far in 
placing pharmacy on .the same level as medicine and dentist-
I 
~~-
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thought should be given the desirability of a professional 
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1949 
1950 
1952 
1954 
1956 
degree - Doctor of Pharmacy - since only then will we be 
on a truly equal level with medicine and dentistry." 
A.S.H.P. institutes Committee on Education· 
Pharmaceutical Survey recommended colleges establish six 
year Pharm. D. program. 
Committee on Curriculum (A.A.C.P.) recommended adoption 
of the Pharm.D. program on a two-four basis. Action 
tabled in 1950. 
A.S.H.P.-proposed Minimum Standards for Internships pub-
lished. 
A.S.H.P.-proposed Minimum Standards for Internship ap-
proved. 
The University of Southern California adopts the two-
four Pharm. D. curriculum. 
A.S.H.P. membership in the U.S.P. Convention. 
A.S.H.P. Hospital Formulary Service. 
A.S.H.P. requested that the division of Hospital Pharmacy 
of the A.Ph.A. and the A.S.H.P. establish a Hospital Phar-
macy Internship Accreditation program. 
The University of California College of Pharmacy, San Fran-
cisco, begins two-four Pharm. D. curriculum. 
The University of Southern California graduates its first 
six year Pharm. D. students. 
Committee on Hospital Pharmacy of the A.A.C.P. makes recom-
mendations for upgrading the education of hospital phar-
macists. 
1958 
1959 
1960 
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Committee on Hospital Pharmacy Education of the A.A.C.P. 
recommended ten ( 10) semester hours of Hospital Pharmacy 
at the undergraduate level. 
Joint Committee on Hospital Pharmacy Education formed 
between the A.A.C.P. and the A.S.H.P. 
Accredited schools of pharmacy adopt and implement the 
five year cUrricUlUm as minimum course of studies. 
Eighteen graduate (hospital pharmacy) and three Pharm.D. 
programs existing. 
The University of Michigan adopts the Pharm.D. curriculum 
as option to the Bachelor of Science curriculum. Discon-
1--~~---~---r;tinues the M.S. ~n Hospital Pharmacy and converts this to 
the Pharm •. D. program. 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1965 
1966 
1968 
1971 
Joint Committee on Hospital Pharmacy Education (A.S.H.P. 
and A.A. C .P.) produces Abilities Required of Hospital Phar-
macists. 
A.S.H.P. Statement on Accreditation of Hospital Pharmacy 
Internship programs. 
A.S.H.P. Accreditation of Hospital Pharmacy Residency 
progn;.ms - supercedes Statement of 1962. 
Thirty-two (original) hospitals accredited for Residency. 
in Hospital Pharmacy. 
American Council on Pharmaceutical Education, Inc. recom-
mended that those schools of pharmacy having graduate pro-
grams in hospital pharmacy which combine academic instruc-. 
tion in the college with internship or residency in a hos-
pital pharmacy ultimately should conduct the latter phase 
only when such·programs are accredited by the A.S.H.P. 
Clinical Pharmacy first offered as a course - Philadelphia 
College of Pharmacy. 
A.A.C.P. defines "Clinical Pharmacy·;" 
Thirty-four schools of pharmacy offer Master's degree in 
Hospital Pharmacy. 
Pharmacy Residence Program- Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital. 
L 
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APPENDIX B 
CURRICULUM DESIGN 
SYLLABUS 
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UNIVF.RSITY OF TilE PACIFIC 
School of Pharmacy. 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
Santa Cruz, California 
~~----------~----------------------------C66RD?NATo-~------------~--------------------~----
FP.PJVKLIN D. KAMIAN 1 R. Ph. 
Adjunct Professor of Clinical Phaz·macy 
School of Pharmacy 
University of the Pacific 
Stdckton, California 
Chief Pharmacist 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
Santa Cruz, California 
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4/6/71 
University of the Pacific 
School of Pharmacy 
Pharmacy Residency Program 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
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PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 
Sister Mary Alida, O.P. 1 R.N. 
Head Nurse - Intensive Care Unit and Coronary Care Unit 
Cecil J. Anderson, M.D. 
*Virginia z. Barham, R.N., Ed.D. 
Regional Associate - National Commission for the Study of Nursing and 
Nursing· Education 
H. Shields Barr, M.D. 
Darryl Bordner 
Head - Purchasing Department 
Mrs. Mildred Brandt, R.D. 
Hospital Dietician 
Ludwig P. Breiling, M.D. 
Dean 0. Burroughs, M.D. 
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PHILOSOPHY 
The Pharmacy Residency Program of the University of the Pacific affiliated 
with Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital supports the general philosophy of the Uni-
versity and the specific philosophy of the School of Pharmacy. 
The Pharmacy Residency P~·ogram offered at Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital is 
based on defined behavioral expectations; thereby offering the pharmacy resident 
a delineated plan of clinical learning experiences and specific educational goals 
to be a chi eJLecLwi-thi-zJ-t-l~e-d-u-r-a-B'-6n-o£-t:-J-Ie---per iod------oi r.:siQency • 
The learning activities of the Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital Pharmacy Resi-
nency Program are stated in behavioral terms, .. i.e., the objectives describe vlhat 
the resident can do upon completion of the program. 
Each pharmacy resident will be given a copy of these objectives at the be-
ginning of his residency. Periodic evaluation conferences will be held during 
the course of the residency. The program objectives will serve as the bases for 
these evaluation conferences. 
In addition to completing a final evaluation form, each pharmacy resident 
will have a sum~ary evaluation discussion with the coordinator of L~e Dominican 
Santa Cruz Pharmacy Residency Program. This summary evaluation will concentrate 
on the relevance of the total residency program, t!1e objectives, and the speci-
fic clinical learning assignments in meeting the educational needs of the indi-
vidual pharmacy residents. 
4/6/71 
University of the Pacific 
School of Pharmacy 
Pharmacy Rqsidency Program 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of the Pharmacy Residency Program at Dominican Santa Cruz 
llospi tal, the pharmacy resident will have been associated with the follotdng 
areas of the hospital and will be able to: 
AREA 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
MANAGENENT 
Administration 
Business Services 
Building and 
Grounds and 
Security. 
RELATED OBJECTIVE 
1. Outline the corporate structure of hospital organization. 
2. Describe the responsibilities of the main administrative 
officers and the dynamics of the protocol involved. 
3. Discuss fundamental concepts of management as they apply 
to hospital administration. 
4. Define the role and activities of the physician and phar-
macist as participants in major hospital administrative 
functions (e.g., medical education and aLlied hospital ad-
ministrative committees). 
5, Describe the various charges on a hospital billing form. 
6. Demonstrate the ability t:o refer to the patient's hospital 
record for verification and justification of billing, 
7. Outline the essential components of a patient's hospital 
record. 
B. Employ interpersonal relationship.skills in explaining 
hospital billing procedures to the pu~2~c (e.g., third 
party billing). 
9. De.fine the admitting and discharge information that per-
tains to the patient's pharmacological therapeutic regimen. 
10. Elucidate the responsibility of the pharmacist to the pa-
tient after discharge from the hospital (e.g,, education, 
·rehabilitation, prevention of drug abuse [overuse]). 
11. Discuss the.functional and related architectural interre-
lationships ot· the physical plant of the ho;,p.l.tal. 
12. Describe the relationship of the hospital pharmacy as a 
physical entity. 
13. Define the pharmacist's role in insuring protection o:f 
the agency,· the practitioner (pharmacologist), and the 
public from the increasing hazards of drug misuse and 
abuse. 
AREA 
PurclJasing and 
Central Supply 
62 
RE'LATED OBJEC7'l"VE' 
14. 
15. 
Describe the process of interdepartmental coordination re-
quired for legal, coherent, and relevant purchasing and dis- ; 
tribution of pharmaceutical materials that must exist bet"een ~ 
the Department of Pharmacy and the Purc!Jasing Department. :1~ 
Construct "innovative strategies to facilitate the communica-
tion about the di~tribution of pharmaceutical materials 
stored and serviced in the central supply area. 
'I· L .. 
1-----------------c------e-· 
NURSING SE'RVICES 
Nursing Practice 
THERAPEUTIC AND 
DIAGNOSTIC TECH-
NOWGIES 
Surgical Techno-
logies 
16. Describe the contemporary evolving trends of the practice of 
nursing in a technological society, 
17. Identify the responsibilities of various levels of nursing 
personnel as members of the health care team. 
18. Define the role of the pharmacist as an a£sociate in the ad-
ministra-tion of nursing serviceS. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Outline prevailing managerial styles of utilizing nursing 
personnel in an acute hospital. 
Contrast the roles of the pllysician, the pharmacist, and the 
nurse in meeting the pharmacological needs of people. 
Delineate the prevailing areas in which nursing practice is 
carried out ln hospitals (e.g., Medical-Surgical, Obstetz·ics, 
Pediatrics, Psychiatry, Neurology, Operating Room, Intensive 
Care Unit, and Coronary Care Unit). 
22. Outline the general daily routine of a hospital surgical 
suite .. 
23. Demonstrate basic concepts of surgical aseptic technique. 
24. Describe the responsibilities of the anesthesiologist and 
the related pharmaceutical needs. 
25. Discuss thoroughly the pharmacological effects of anesthetic 
agents and their synergistic relationshJ.ps to preoperat-Jve 
and postoperative medications, 
AREA 
Radiology 
Nuclear Medicine 
Clinical Labora-
tory and Patho-
logy 
Respiratory Tech-
nologies (Inhala-
tion Therapies) 
Dietetics and 
Food Ser:ices 
Emergency and 
Outpatient Ser-
vices 
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RELllTIW OBJECTIVE 
26. Define the various radiological procedures employing chemo-
diagnostic contrast media. 
27. Describa in detail the physiological effects of radiological 
contrast media. 
28. Identify the nature and action of the radioactive substances 
employed in the therapies and diagnostic techniques of nucle-
ar medicine. 
29. Define the processes involved in the manufacture and prepara-
tion of short-lived isotope pharmaceuticals. 
30. Describe the effects of pharmacological agents on .diagnostic 
tes.ts. 
31. Outline communication p.rocerlures involving the laboratory 
technician,. the physician, and the pharmacist in coping with 
the untot·lard effects of pharmacological agents. on diagnostic 
tests. 
32. Define the cooperative ro.les of the pharmacist, the phys.i-
cian, and the inhalation therapist in adequately meeting 
the respiratory needs of p3ople. 
33. Describe the ph'}siological actions and desired therapeutic 
goals of the pharmacological agents affecting ventilation 
and adequate oxygenation. 
34. Explain the biochemic~] interrelationships of the essential 
nutrients and pharmacological agents. 
35. Define the cooperative roles of the pharmacist, the nutri-
tionist,. and the physician in assisting people to regain 
and to maintain homeostasis. 
36. Identify the responsibilities of the pharmacist in serving 
as a consultant in emergency and outpatient services. 
37. Outline the teaching role of the pharPJacist as it relates 
to other members of the health team as well as to the pa-
tient and his family. 
38. Define the psychodynamics of interpersonal relationships 
during stressful situations (3.g., thosA encoun~nred in 
the unplanned and high tension environment of the ho,;pital 
emergency room) • 
~--= 
I 
'! 
,, 
! 
AREA 
PHARMACY SERVICBS 
Drug Distribution 
Techniques 
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RJ:,'Lll7'J::D OllJECTIVB 
39. Bxplain prevailing styles employed in drug d.istribution sys-
tems in hospitals. 
40. Identify the role responsibili t.ies of the various allied 
health practitioners as they are involved in dr.cg distribu-
tion systems. 
Patient Drug His- 41. Describe the therapeutic relevance of patient drug histories 
tori es and Drug, ____ ~.aniLdJ;-ug~JXFe-fi---i--1-es. 
Profiles 
Community Infor-
mation Systems 
42. Construct an outline of the emerging realistic role of the 
pharmacist as the professional expert 1;ho directs and co-
ordinates the activities of the hospital's pharmacy services. 
43. Design a drug abuse prevention program coordinating the 
professional skills of both hospital and community phar-
macists. 
SEQUENCE 
April 28, 
1971 
I 
-·---~--~'---·~~-,.-~~~-------------,, 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
Fra~klin D. Kamian, 
Coo ldinator 
R.· Ph. 
ORIENTATION OBJECTIVES I. i I FACULTY RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES~ TIME ! '-· NTATION PARTICIPANTS 
GENEl?AL H.OSPITAL N.ANA.GEMENT j I . 'l' 
Administration I Lecture and Discussion 60 Min. I Hospital adrnii~istrator to addre~s 'Sr. Carolyn, 
1. oUtliiie the corporate 
>tructure of the hospital. 
2. Describe. the reSpop.sibili-:'----------------1 
ties of the main adminis- 1l 
trative offiCers and the Graphic Chart 
dynamics of the protocol !Transparency) . 
involved. I 
Discu~s the fundamental 
{or Overhead 
3, conc~pts of management as I I 
they apply to hospital ad-"·----------~-----1 
ministration. I 
4. Define ~he role and acti- Handout 
vities of the physiCian \ 
and the ph~rmacist as par- I 
ticipants in major admin- I 
istiative functions (e.g., i 
medical education and al- Film j6o 
lied hospital administra- j 
ti ve committees),. .I 
I 
Min. 
lTour 160 Min, 
I 
1 ;r: : lllllll~rnllrrrrrrlllll 1· I 'II , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
'ill , : I ill 
the group out~ining the function of D.P., Admin-
the hospital .bs a corporate entity [istrator 
servi'ng the b~alth needs of the 
r.ommunity. I 
. I 
'1 A graphic cha:r-t (or overhead trans-
parency) willlillustrate the mana-
gerial interr!-lationships existing 
within the fm11ctional relationships 
of the member~~ of the hospital 
! health team. I· 
Present the sLents ~i~h a copy .of! 
the_ hospital ·,6rganizational chart 
and discuss i11';s purpose. 
I 
0\ 
"' 
I Introduction _);a, s~owing of, and J1F. Kamian, 
I! post-~valuatic:m. of a film ori the 1R. Ph .. subject of hospital management and organization.~ ! 
. The pharmacy Jesid-e~~~- ~Til~ ~-e giv- !
1
sr. Carolyn, 
' I • j en an introduetory tour of the hos- tD·P., Admin-
1 pi tal to acquc1!int t,1em with tbe 1istrat:or 
physical layot~t _of the plant. l 
l.li'l' [', 111 
,F. Kamian, 
[R, Ph. 
I 
'\. -
1111':111'1111" 
r 
l! 
II 
1. 
I ], 
SEQUENCE 
~lpril 28, 
1971 
(Continued) 
:111'1:,:,.,.1:::.n,.1 .. , f 
~--~ 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
~!A.~ACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
I ORIENTATION OBJECTIVES RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES~ 
' 
Social Hour I 5o 
I 
i 
_, I 
TIME 
Min. 
Fr.a~klin D. Kamian, 
Coo ldinator 
''iENTATION 
R. Ph. 
I~ inform:;+cial hour will be 
hosted durin~ which the members of I the hospital lhealt21 team (i.e., ad-
1 
ministrators ,lphysician~, allied 
health person el, and auxiliary 
hospital staf~) and the pharmacy 
xes.i-dents wiljl be afforded the op-
portunity of .,becoming acquainted .• 
-FACULTY ! PARTICIPANTS 
I 
sr. Carolyn, 
O.P., Admin-
istrator 
G. McCormick 
!1.D. 
T. Schmida, 
M.D. 
F. Kamian, 
R. Ph. 
I ! I 
lc~inical Conference 160 .Min. 
I 
I 
' 
. I I I I ll~lfl1llmlr11i.ll I I 'll I·!["' ·r ,,1·1 :1 i' : 
1 Summarize the I essential concepts of F. Kamia~, . ---- - -,-
I hospital mana~~ement as they rela'te R. ·Ph·. to the respom1;ibili ties of the has-! pi tal departmimt of pharmacy and 
! the members o;~ its s taf.f. 
I I 
i 
Ill llll''!lliTfi"l" 
! 
i 
' ,, 
ll 
I, 
~~-------..ouu--........__,...----------··-···--•--~--.. -C.~~ 
SEQUENCE 
April 29, 
1971 
DOMINICAN SAN7A CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
Franklin D. Kamian, 
cootlinator 
R.· Ph, 
I ORI~TTATION OBJEGTIVES 
I 
Busines.; Serdces 
5. Describe the various 
c.harges on a hospital 
billing form.-
6. Demonstrate the ·ability 
to refer to the patient•s 
hospital record for veri-
fication and justifica-
tion. of billing. 
7. outline the essential 
components Of a patient's. 
hospital record. 
B. Employ interpersonal re-
lationship skills in ex-
plaining hospital bill.in~ 
pro.cedures to the public 
{e.g., third party bil-
ling). 
I • . I -+-=1 . I RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES/ TIME IMPiLEMENTATION FACULTY P ARTI CIPAL'ITI 
I 
.Lecture, 
overhead 
Discussion, and 11.'?0 Min. I Th;ough ·zectJre, discussion, and 
Transparencies } the use of g~aphic overhead trans-
parencies, inltroduce. the pharmacy 
residents to tl1e fundamentals of 
lu. Rex, rP.A. 
I I I 
l . I 
' I i Observat:ion I 
I 
!Role-playing 120 Min. 
Min. ·. 160 
I 
I 
jclinical conference 
~ 
the business ~ffice in the overall 
operation of he hospital. Special 
emphasis should be placed on the 
relationship .bf the Deoartment oi· 
Pharmacy's fi.1nancial iricorporation 
as it relates! to the total hospital 
system. 
1 During a strw::-ture~ period of ob-j servation, cofduct a comentary on 
I. t11e procedures taking place in the hasp~ tal busi~1ess C:ffices and the 
I medical recor(,'J library. . . I 
l ~-resent a rol~~-playing simula-tion 
IJ. Van 
,A.R.T. 
! of an episode I involving an explana-
1 tion of third party billing to an 
! elderly patieift tv-ho has been hospi-l 
! 'tali z~d for_ c~ tarac~. surgery. \ 
I Involve the pJ,Jarmacy . residents in a 1-
1 
critique of tJ!Je role-p~~ying si tua- I 
tion in which tlley evaluate the ! 
_!circumstances portrayed.. j 
Kol, 
"' 
" 
1
1
· R.evie. w t;he oblectives presented iF. Kamian, 
during the daJ. Elicit from the ~~. Ph. 
:group, in ord~:r of pr.i,ority, the I 
I concepts- they I consider- _most impor- 1 tant. · t . . . I 1- ·-\ 
I 11; 1111~~1111111IIIIIIII! II' , r rr · ! 'IT l 1111, '111'11"1"1" I 1.11'11 II 1 1! i' I illl I I II !::1. 
li 
r: 
I 
!' 
i 
! 
~------------~----~~~~--~--~--~~~~~ I 
SEQUENCE 
DOMINICAN SA.~TA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGRh~ 
--'-
Frank.J
1
Lin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
Coordinator 
I 
- I I 
ORIENTATION OB,JECTIVES f RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES/ TIME Il1P~:MENTATION ~~·FACULTY PARTICIPA.'ITS 
April 30, I 9. Define t:he admi.tting· and !Lecture and Discussion 1120 Min. Stress the .imp~)rtance of drug his- F. Estess, 
.!971 'I discharge information J tories, psycho~.ogical and sociolog- J.I.D. 
that pertuins to the pa-~ ical factors o1" the life -styles of 
t,ient.'s pharmacological people, and how such realities af-
therapeutic regimen. ~~ feet the practj,ce of pharl'.".acy. 
Elucidate the responsi- ! 
bility of the pharmaCist 110. 
to the patient after dis-
charge from the hos~ital j. 
(e.g., education, reha- . 
bilitation, prevention 1· I I 
of drug abuse [overuse]) • . . 
1 I I 
I 
Security I . 
11. Discuss the functional 
12. 
and related architec-
tural interrelationships 
of the physical plant of 
the hospital. 
Desc::.·ibe the relation-
ship of the hospital 
phar.!lacy as a physical 
.mtii':y. 
Lecture, Discussion, and 
overhead Transparencies 
\ 
60 Min. [ Using overhead· 'transparencies, 
! stress the unii 1ue architectural 
l aspects of "the ;1physi cal p~an"t of 
1
1 
"the hospital (el. g., "the svecif~.· c 
I -I service-floor concepts). · 
I Identify tlie ijerrelationshtps of 
.
1 
each depar"tment I of the hospital in 
terms of their ~location. 
• • I 
/
Lecture, Discussion, 
General Tour 
and ~~60 Min. I Emph::;ize-the ;~~12ysica.l. locati.on of 
1 the pharwacy in relation tb the 
I I various departments it affiliates with in meeting I the ]1.eal th needs of 
J /people. 
j ! I 
I 
F. Kamian, 
R. Ph. 
"' 
"' 
w.s. 
Victoxson., 
A.B. 
F. 
I"· 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
; I 
"'I' 
;!; II l~mllllillll Ill Ill ''li i II 1111 "~11 11'1 1"1"1'' 
I I I ; I I , 
! ' . 
I I' I. 1·!';1: I il 1n I Tl 'TI , ... 1. 
----------------~----~~~~~--~-----~~--~--~· 
SEQUENCE 
April 30, 
1971 
(Continued) 
. 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
DOMINICAN S&'lTA CRUZ HOSPITAL · 
Pl!AR'!ACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
ORIENTATION OBJECTIVES RELATED LE~'liNG PROCESSES~ TIME 
i 
I I 
I I Clin'i cal Conference 60 Nin. 
.-. 
I 
' 
I I I 
.. 
\ 
I I 
I 
I I 
I 
i I 
' ! 
I ii~ I i lllllm111DIIIIIIII ] i II I I II '"'I''' ·1 "I'll 1i! I i i 
r 
I 
I 
I 
! 
' I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
----,--=~-----------------., ~~ II
Frank~in D. Kamian, .R. Ph. 
Coordl"nator 
I 
IMPL:~NTATION 
I 
!FACULTY 
·PARTICIPANTS 
Direct the grolup in outlining the F,. Kamian, 
admitting and .~ischarg¢ information R. Ph. 
pertinent to t.~e pharmacologi-cal re 
gimens of pati(~nts, C}.nd review the 
pharmacist's r~~lated responsibili-
ties. I 
"' 
"' 
I 
I 
I ' I I I i ; I ~ II, 1111'':111'11"11" 
'II 
1:1 
-1· 
,IJ I ~ -·n 
SEQUENCE 
o.:ay 3, 1971 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PH~\CY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
I 
. I RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES I ORIENTATION OBJECTIVES TIME 
I 
I 
13. Define the pharmacist's !Lecture and Di8cussion 
role in insuring protec- l 
tion of the agency, the I 
practitioner (pharmaco- ! 
logistr, and the public 
from the increasing haz-
ards of drug misuse and 
abuse. 
-~ J 
Purcha.si:1g and Cent:.ra:l. Supply I _ 
1.:4 a .Jesc~dbe the process of !.t.ect:ure 
~nterdepartment.al coor- I 
dination required for le-
gal, coherent, and rele- ! 
vant purchasing and dis-
tribution' of pharmaceu-
tical materials that 
must exist between the 
Department of Pharmacy 
and the Purchasing De-
partment. 
and Discussion 
\ 
1 15. Construct innovative ~~ecture,-Discussion, 
strategies to facilitate J.;,.lemonstration Tour 
the communication about I 
and 
the distribution of phar-~ 
maceutical materials 
stored and serviced in 1 
tile central supply area. I 
l 
: i :1: I il~mll11lli I IIIII Jl I II I I i I 
I • rz2o 11~n. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 :r1 
Min. 
~ ,_ 
Franlc lin D. Kamian, .R.· Ph. 
Coord inator . 
. 
f FACULTY [ IMP~bmNTATION ?ARTICIP&'ITS 
Concentrate on the integrity of the R. scott, 
pharmac.ist in 'practicing pharmacy ,L.Lb. 
safely. Inclu~e the purpose of 
legislation an~ present so~e exam- •F. Kamian, 
ples of topicslrelated to liability!R. Ph. 
such as. medica~ion errors, ·incident 
reports, educa ion of the medical 
staff and alli.~d health personnel-., I drug control f,~ctors, drug distri-
bution systems~ and accurate re-
J cords. I ___ . 
·] 
i " c 
II Stress that ph<'~rmaceutical supervi-
' sian of all driJgs and drug devices 
D. Bordner 
/ is a ~·esponsib1li ty of the hospi-
:1 t:al Department I of Pharmacy. • 
I Identi.fy the ftmdamer.tal rationale emplo'yed in th~~ procedures of pur-l chasing pharmac!~eut_ical supplies. 
I 
I 
iF· 
r 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
I Identify the t~·aditio:al and t~e--~1. Wood, 
! evolvir.g coope~·ative relationships jR.N. 
I 
between the De_.;rartment of Pharmacy \ 
and central sulfply. ~-.. Kamian, 
l I . . !:?. Ph. ! Have the pharmc~cy residents evalu-
~ ate t.'?.e archi tE:'ctural, arrangement j 
!
of the hosDitaJ's Deoartment of ~ 
Plw'rmac1J <::.nd ccJntral~ supply and pro 
\ r,..,~r' i nnnv.-. ;- nrl:"". . , 
1· ~ i!'l: 1:: llll"'l'tM"I'' 
:ii 
~;- !··I 
~--------_ ................ ....__ _ ....,._. -~~·~~-~~·,~~~---------
SEQUENCE 
May 3, 1971 
{Continued) 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
Frari1klin D.. Kamian,. R. Ph •. 
Coordinator 
I ,I_--· 
. r- ' . I ORIENTATION OBJECTIVES ... r RE~TED LEA!U'liN~P~O~ESSESI TIM~ ---Ij~"TATION .I ;~~igm;r~ 
I -~ Clir:..ical Conference j60 Min. I Rev;i.e~·.r the -~~~nction ~ng interrela- IF. Kamian~ 
'· ; II t tionships bet!:t-teen the hospi-tal R. Ph. 
! 1 areas of ·Buil;.ding and Grounds and 
I
. I SecuritLJ, Puirchasing and Central 
•. 
I j 
I 
I :1: i' 111~11111111:11111 'IIi II, : I I 
" 
I il :_· 1n 'I 
Supply, ar..d tfhe Departl:;ent of Phar-
.1 macy. I . . . 
I Ass,1..st the gzroup .ln prepar.l·ng a d.l-
1 
agra.matic rej:resentation of these 
functioning ilnteXrelationships. 
~ . I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.i 
I 
I 
·i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I i'lll I I I! llll''lll}l 'li"l" 
;::: 
I 1; 
SEQUENCE 
May 4, 1971 
"through May 
7' 1971 
'"''''.ell' 111,.1, !!! 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARYJlCY RESIDENGY PRCG&M4 
·---·-~ 
Fraj1klin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
coortnator 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES I RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES IMPLE~NTATION 
I 
NURSING SERVICES 
Nursing Practice 
16. Describe "the cont;empor-
ary et.,ol ving "trends of 
the practice of nursing 
in a technological so-
ciety. 
I 
Clinical Learning Assigr~ents 
(Orient4"tion) 
''. 
I Lecture and Discussion 
f 
!Assign -the pha~macy residents to 
I 
the designated I clinical learning 
areas of the h~)S pi tal. 
f Review the Clinicc.l Learning As-
signment Rotat~on Schedule. 
Assisted by thj,se members of the 
hospital healtl:'. care team partici-
pating in the r 1.harmacy residency 
program, direC) the pl1armacy resi-
dents to their assigned areas of 
clinical learnipg for an initial 
orientation seSision. 
'''"'"'' "" .. .l"''' '"' ''''" trends pextainihg to the practice 
of nursing and ~ts psychosocial 
components. I' 
Identify the trbditional, prevail-
17. Identify the responsibil-• 
it;~es o~ various levels 
of nursing personnel as 
members of the health I 
1 ing and the eme_tgent, evolving 
roles and respo.~sibilities of nurs-
ing personnel a.~ members of the al-
lied health car.~ team. 
care team. I -I I ,----- -- __ ,___________ . "l 
' ' I I 
' ' I ' I I 
l I 
[FACULTY 
I PAll.TICIPA.'ITS 
i 
j F. Kamian, I R. Ph. 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I ..., 
I 
I
V. Barham, 
R.N., _Ed.D. 
I 
' ! 
. :1: ! i I lllmll11llifillll 11 i. II I I il ill: I! ~~: 1'1'1 Ill 1 I ' llll"lflTI'I" ; ; 
J--~ 
1:1 ! i - -- - I .. ~ 
SEQUEliCE 
May 4, 197l 
through May 
7' 1971 
(Continued) 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
FrAnklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
colrrdinator . 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES 
•. 
r FACULTY 
RELATED LE~~ING PROCESSES IMPJmrlNTATION I PARTICIPANTS 
i 
_ Clinical Learning Assignments 
1
, Instruct t:he ]har~acy residents-to IF. Kamian, 
I report to the !clinical learning j R. Ph4 
I 
areas as assi%-ned and to maintain / 
a daily anecd tal record of their j I clinical learn 'ng experiences as I 1 I they re;ate to the objectives of . 
i ~~- I 
. I ~~·--·---·-,- -- ·- -, - - - -l·· 
I
. Clinical 2!1nference Assign a group leader for the week l 
who will moder, te the scheduled l 
• 1 clinical confe!rences. 
I Emphasize that lan essential ·goal of the clinical cc· nferences is group sharina of rec,~rded- observations 
I! and informati01~ _pertaining to the clinical learni.ng ·experiences as 
I they relate to I the objectives of I the week. 
" 
'" 
I 
1
,1', i i llllml111lllfillll '11 i II I I ll 11n II 'I m r~:r: rn '"lr llli''i'll'll'i''l" 
SEQUENCE 
:ieek of 
f.!ay 10, 1971 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il!llhii,,.IIIIIL.""'..J~--~----~-~~---~--~--~~~~~-~~~~-=~~~-r---~~~-----------------------~! 
DOMINICAN S..A.NTA CRUZ HOSPITAL Frar~tkliri D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
PHAfu'!ACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM Coo>ldina tor 
I 
f I ! FACULTY 
. 1 IMPLlrENTATION ! .pA,_"TICIP&~TS 
-----'--+. --------+,--.-~-----1~- . r 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES 
18. Define the ~~le of .the I Lecture and Discuss.ion , Identify the .er,[olving professional ! F. 
pharmacist as an associ- role changes o~· the pha!macist and I R. 
ate in the adminis.tra- I the nurse as tftev are affected _and ! Kamian, Ph. 
"-tion.,of nursing servi- I effected by so11 i~l and economic I 
ces. l trends. . 1 
Outline the re~iprocal advisory re.-J 
lationships be ween the nurse and . 
19. Outline prevailing mana- l Lecture anp Discussion 
gerial styles of utiliz-f 
ing nursing personnel in .
1
· 
an acute· hospital. 1 
I 
! 
I 
Clinical Learning Assignments 
Clinical Conf~rence 
, !'llr IIIII 1~111m111111i Iii Ill. 'II 1 ·r·r I I ill 
the pharmacist. · 
I-~-~~- . 
Present some of' the traditional 1
1
11. Kramer, 
concepts of patterns of nursing R.N., Ph.D. 
service management. j 
. I . I 
j ~oncentrate on fhe implications fori 
1-
nu:r;-s.ing se. rvicel. as outlined by tJ1.e , 
National Commi S(5ion for the Study J ! of Nursing and ~Vursing Education. \ 
J Discuss some ofl the recent theories~ 
I of Service unit Management. i 
I · I 
1
1 Ins~ruct. -the -;~~::~~m~cy ~ residez:ts to 
report to the c.'l~n~ca.1. "learn~ng 
I 
area_s as assignka and to maintain d~il~ anecdotallrecords. 
' . I \ ltssign a group Ieader for the week 
J who !'liL' modera1~e the scheduled 
1 clinical conferknces. 
I Emphasize the el,;sendal goal of 
I group sharing o:!F recorded observa-t . . • . c J •. 
I 
I 
F. Kamian, 
R. Ph. 
~ 
: -J.ons ana ~nj:or,rat-J.:'Jn. 
1 : .. 1-r:r·.T" · · . ·mi':IHI'1ni''-'TI-, ,- pi 1.r 
SEQUENCE 
Week of 
MaY. 17, 19711 
I 
I 
I 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PH~VJlCY RESIDENCY PROGRM1 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES RELATED LEARNING PR~CESS~ 
Fr.~nklin D. K.amian, 
Coo\rdinator 
IMPLllMENTATION 
R. Ph. 
I FACULTY PARTICIPAl'1TS 
' . i 
20. Contrast the roles of I 
the physician, the phax- 1 
.maci.st, and the nurse 1
1 in meeting the pharma-
cological n.eeds of peo- [ 
ple. l 
Lecture and Discussion 
! .1 ···~ I 
f Evaluate the rble C?f the pharma- "(G. McCormick, 
1 cist as a cons6lta.;·:rt to the physi- , N.D. 
I I 
I 
' ' I Clinical Learning Assignments 
' . I 
·I 
1 
Clinical/conference 
I 
cian and the n6rse in meeting the ! 
pharmacologica.r needs of people. 1 
I 
Identify how b'le physician_, the I 
pharmacist, am~ the nurse cooper- j I ate as a heal tjiJ care team. . ) 
I --1 . 
I
. Instruct the plearmacy resJ_dents "to 
report to. the cdinical learning 
areas as assig)~ed and to maintain 
daily anecdota) records. 
I 
Assiqn a group lleeder for the t'leek 
who will moderate the scheduled 
clinical confeJences. 
I Emphasize the ~·ssential goal of 
) group sharing of recorded observa-
! tJ.ons and info1·mation. 
; 
I F. I R. 
l 
i 
r--, --------- ' 
I I l 
i I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
~ 
i 
I r11 ! lllmi111111IIIII <IIIII I I 'II ill: ,, 1111 " I I. !·li'l' I,, IIII'''IIITI'I"I" 
;,II ~--i 
!i 
! I 
SEQUENCE 
Week of May 
24, 1971 
~~- l:i 
:!! 
I 21. 
DOMINICAN SA.~TA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHA&~CY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES 
' 
Delineate the preva~ling! 
areas in which nursing I 
practice is carried out I 
in hospitals (e~g., 
Medical-Surgical~ Ob-
stetrics, Pediatrics, 
Psychiatry, Neurology, 
Operating Room, Inten-
sive Care Unit, and 
Coronary Care Unit). 
RELATED LEAP~ING PROCESSES 
Lecture, Discussion~ and Overhead 
Transparencies 
Clinica2 Learning Assignments 
Franldin ·u. Kamian, R. Ph. 
coorrinator 
IMP41ENTATION 
[FACULTY I PARTICIPA.'lTS 
I 
· h d I · 
1
1 hl. Us~ng-over. ea :transpaz·encJ.es 1 pre- B. UcLaug ~n, 
sent aspects of I the physica_l loca- ) J.f.P .H. 
tion where? nurs:ing practice takes . 
1 place in a_ hosp:1~ tal. _ _- I 
' I I 
l Highlight the UJIJique features of · 
each area. i 
I 
Stress evolving 1 concepts of_ the · j 
clinical n.urse :ypecialist as a key 
1 member of.the hjalth care t~am. 
1 1- ~~ -~-~-.~-, 
Instruct the ph.;
1
trr.1acy residents to ! F .. 
report to the cJ..inical learning I R. 
areas a£: assignJ!d and .to maintain ! 
daily. anecd0tal ~records. [ 
Kami.an 1'-J 
Ph. 0'1 
! Clinical COnference j ~~-~ign -a group J..eader for the ~leek.\ 
I ! ~1ho rdll mcderat!·e the scheduled ! 
r clinical confer~·nces. ! 
I Emphasize the j 1sential goal of I i group. sLaring a~· recorded observa- I 
1 
· I_ ,..- I tions and infor.rrrtion. . ! 
. ~ ' 
I 
I 
I I 
i 
I :r: II i llll~lmiiiiiiiii1111 I' I II ,1[:[, 1 11 '· II 1 I i'lll T: I r 1:111!' i! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
l 
'!'iTT 111i''III'I IQnlr 
'1: 
i,', 
,I: 
SEQUENCE 
Week of 
Nay 31, 
I 
19711 
I 
I 
I 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHA&~CY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
Frar'tklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
coo~~dinator 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES I RELATED LE&.'lNING PRocEssEs ~r, IMP:lmllrAn~~- l ~~~~~PANrs 
I I . 
' -----------~----~-------:-----------------+- -----------
THERAPEU~IC AND DIAGNOSTIC 1 I I 
TECHN0ll.Jf.:r..LL;:;. I i 
Surgical Technologies I I i I 
22. 
23. 
I I 
'"'""' "" '""'~'" ,, .. ; '"''""'• '""'"""'"'·..; '""""""1 '''"'"'"' <ho "'"""' ''"''""'" io. '"'"""· ly routine of a hospital II t:ion a handout sheet illustrating a \M.D. 
surgical suite. typical daily ~urgical schedule. · j 
Demonstrate basic con- i Handout Describe the p~rsonnel interactions! 
cepts of surgical asep- ,. that occu~ in r.eeti.ng the needs of 
1 tic technique. people who are undergoing surgical I procedures.. l 
, I 
I Stress the funJ·.·amental concepts j 
1 
11 pertinent to s rgical. asepsis. i 
' I 
! 1 Identify the p r,ular antiseptic ·j 
I 
f ("surgical scrub") solutions that ~~ 
j assist in main~aining surgical 
j • I asepsis. I I 
Clinical Learning Assignments 
I 
Instruct the .phlarmacy residents to 1
1 
F. Kainian, 
report to the cl.zin.l cal_ learninq R. Ph. 
daily anecdotal reCords. 
area.s as assignlled .and to maintain ,. 
I I ~ I 
I 
:::linical Conference J .r"'l.ss.lgn a group ~eader for T;.he t:eek ! t-iho will moderalte the scheduled l ! clinical conferfnces. I 
! Emphasize the e~sential g-:Jal of [ 
I g~oup sh~r~I).g o~ r~co~ded observa-tJon.<; ana 1n.for..k.a:t~on. 
. - --~--· - , ____ --- ----··--
.... 
.... 
I :I! I i 11111111111111 111111111111 I I II 1ll'f " I ill 
I . I 
i 1 1rr· 'I" !I llll''iii'IT'II" ' ' 
I 
l""'i; 
-------~-------'-'-'"'""'"'"-'-"'ll"'""''"'-'"""'"-'--'-- --~~~ r·- il 
SEQUENCE 
week of June 
7' 1971 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOS.PITAL 
PHA&~CY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
t\'EEKLY OBJECTIVES RELATED LEA.~~ING PROCESSES 
F·Canklin D .. Kamiar., R. Ph. 
d[ordinator 
J . FACULTY 
IM~LEMENTATION -~ PA.~TICIP!U,TS 
24. Describe the responsi-
bilities of the anes-
Lecture and Discussion I Describe the }equipmen ~used in t:he I C. Anderson, 
1 administration of anesthetic agents.~N.D. 
ou_ tline the J1rocedure~. for preo~r-1 K. Fendorf, at.:.ve examination of the patient !11.D. 
1 25. 
~hesiologist and the 
related pharmace~tical 
needs. I 
Discuss thoroughly the ! 
pharmacological effects ,
1
· 
of anesthetic agents and 
their synergisti-:: rela- I 
tionshi~s to preopera-
tive and postoperative 1 
medi :::ations • ·j 
l and for the ocdering of preopera- J 
j tive medications. . jH. Terry, 
I I ' jf.!.D. 
I 
Stress the ph.a.rmacological. effects i 
of anesthetic! agents ~nd their syn-j 
ergistic relationships to preopera- 1 
tive and Post:JJperative medications. f 
I I 1 " ! 
I, Instruct the ;!)harmacy residents to jF .. Kamian, report to thelclinical learning !R~ Ph. 
I
I areas· as assicrned and to maintain ._j 
I daily anecdot:ll[l records. I 
f Clinical Conference I Assign a grou)~ leader for the week j 
1 t-tho will modei
1
ate the scheduled Jl 
~ 
1 
clinical conf.lrences. 
1 I 1 Emphasize the essential goal of I 
I !group sharing pf recorded observa- I I I t~ons and infalrmation~ i ~ . - I - . I 
Clinical Learning Assignmentp 
I I T 
I I I 
I I 
I 
I 1 
I 
i i 
I I 
I I 
I i j I I ! 
1
, lll[inilll~lillll''lllll' I I ll rr: '' 'I ill. I ' I i' llll'il~lf'l" ''"II' 
·,1, ,I 
,, 
!. 
SEQUENCE 
Week of 
June 14, 
1971 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
_PHAlh~CY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ F~anklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. C lordinator . 
I WEEKLY OBJECTIVES I_ RELATED LEA.'mi~~~ROCEs~z-s J --IM-'o....!,+EMENTATION -T~-~-!i-~-i-~"i-IP_A:._N_:r_s_ 
I -~ ------ ----~ -- -- -j-
1 Radiology I 
26~ pefi!Je the various radi- Lecture, Discussion, and vemonstra-i Emphasize th major radiological 
ological procedures em- tion [ procedures a .a the cooperative 
K. /-!iura, 
N.D. 
i i 
contrast media. j • radiologist. 1 R. Rousseau, 
playing chemo-diagnostic I roles of the!harr.1acist and t;he . 
l ·N.D. 
27. Describe in detail the I Outline the rinciples underlying j · 
physiologic_ al effects 
1
1 the physiologlical effects of radio-~ 
of radiological con- logical contt.
1
ast media. .
1 trast madia. l j Demonstrate the use of contrast me-! 
·r l dia using exalmples of X-ray film. I 
. I • 
28. Identify the nature and j Lecture, Discussion, and Demonstra_l Stress the mjre com710n radioactive IS. Barr, 
action of the radioac- ! tion substances us 1ea_ in nuclear medicine.rM.D. 
Nuclear MediGine 
tive substances emp~oyed [ I -1 
in the th~rapies and di- / Describe the _process of manufactur-
agnostic techniques of I' ! ir1g and distr.!ibuting short-lived I 
nuclear medicine. I isotope pharm!,ceuticals. 1 
29. Define the processes in-J i Define the fuLtion of nuclear med-\ 
valved in the ·manufac- ~~ 1 icine in· meet.!ing the health needs 
ture_ and preparation of l of people. I . short-l~ved isotope ! ! _ 
pharmaceuticals. ~1 ! Outline and a~~monstrate the proce-
1 
dures for sci
1
!1to:photos, rectalinear 
scanninG, ana blood-flow stUdies. i I - I 
! Identifu the :role of the pharmacist I 
I· ,- lj' .. ( AEC .] 
1 ~n nuc..1..e.ar me1i ~cJ.ne e.g., .• • . J 
1 certificationl~. ! 
+---------------------~~-----
1 . \ . 
, i
1
'1: i'il' 1111'':111'1 rrr 
· :r:rr r llmmrrmllllii 11 I 'II I i'lll I 
" 
"' 
! ); 
·~--------...._.. ......... _._ ___________ ~---··~· r-· I 
SEQUENCE 
Week of 
June 14, 
1971 
(Continuedi 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARYJICY RESIDENCY PROGRJU~ 
FrAnklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
Cotdinator 
r FACULTY 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES RELATED LEAJ4~ING PROCESSES IMP~.EMENTATION j PARTICIPAiUS 
;· 
.' . . .,. .. I 
I . I 
.I 
Inst:.ruct the pharmacy r.esi.de~ts to IF. Kamian, 
report to the I clinical learning i R. Ph. 
areas as assi(·med and to maintain I 
. 1 . i I daily anecdotll records. 
1 
Clinical Learning Assignments 
I
I Clinical Conference [Assign a grouJ .leader for the t·leek ! 
I who c.-;ill. modeJate "the scheduled · I 
I 
I clinical conf€1?rences. ! 
'I Emphasize. the essential goal of I 
f , group sharing of recorded observa-
-~ l tions and infcj>rmation. I 
I ~ 
I ·j I , 
I 
I 
l I 
I I I 
I I I ! 
! I I I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I .I i I I , I I ' I 
i I I ·. ' I , I :l;llllllli~l111111 ~Jill 'IIi II ' ' ~·![Ill I I .1 ~l~ I ' I' :' I llri ' 1 1111 ":111'11"1' 'I" .·' ' !'' ! j; 
SEQUE!!CE 
~ .......... -----------~-~-~~--~·~--' 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PH~XACY RESIDENCY PROGRfu~ 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES 
~---- -1 
I RELATED LEA&'liNG ?ROCESSES i , I 
-----------
F~anklin D. ~amian, R. Ph. 
cclordinator 
TFACULTY j PARTICIPANTS 
' 
I 
Weekof I 1 1 
IMPrXENTATION 
June 21, I Clinical Laboratory and 
1971 Pathology 
30. 
31. 
Describe the effects of 
phar~cological agents 
on diagnostic tests. 
I Lecture and Discussion Describe the f~rrent information I H. Dibbern, 
I dealing with Fe incompatibilities :M.D. of pharmacoloFical agents and clin-l 
1 
ical laboratory procedures. \ w. Winchell; 
Outline communication I I \N.D. 
I ' procedures involving the i Stress the importance of the seman-i 
laboratory technician, ! tics involved I in. the communicatl.on -
1
1 F. Kc>..rnian, 
the physician, and the ~ of facts and ferr.s pertaining to R. Ph. 
pharmacist in coping -. laboratory pnpcedures. I' 
with the untoward ef- \- l I 
fects of pharmacologi- i Group Process Invo2ve the p1~1arma"cy r"esiden·t·s in cal agents on diagnostic! I developing a 1ypothetical system tests. i ! in r~·hich i;be ]physician, the pharm- J 
--
Clinical Learning Assignments 
acist., and th~~ laboratory techni- l 
cian meet the\health needs of pea-··~ 
ple through a collaborative team 
effort. 
,--------r- -- - -- , 1 Instruct the ~~harmacy residents to IF. 
I report to th':! I clinical learning R. 
I areas as· assi,T!ed and to :m.aihtain I .daily anecdot 1 records. 
l l J 
Clinical Conference I Assign a grouJlleade::t: for the v1eek 'II 
who :-1ill. mode ate the scheduled 
1 
I ::::::::e c::: ::::::~al aoal of ~ 
I group sharing f reco~aed observa- / 
~ 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
;._ ____________________ J_uo:~_an~-~~~1~"-~~~- . ! 
1' 'I '"l':ili:'' . 'IT' Tmrill'1rilli! I! 
I 1'1 ·-r illllmnnniii-~ -ll 1'T ''Ill:' 
SEQUENCE 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHAfu~CY RESIDENCY PROG~~ 
---~--··--~~-·------~~~-.-~~~ 
FrSnklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES 
r- ·-lr,- -----, 
I I I FACULTY I RELATED LEAfu'UNG PROCESSES IMP I ' .,llTATION I PARTICIPANTS 
----------+-----------------------~~--------------------------- I I I i 
-~ I I June 28, Respiratory ~echnologies 1 I 
1971 (Inhalation Therapies) f 
I 
I • I I 32. Define the cooperative ! Lecture, Discussion, and Demonstra~ Identify the ndamental responsi- jA. Calciano, 
roles of the pharmacist,! tipn I bilities of th•- physici"an, the 
1
u.D. . 
the physician, and. the ! l pharmacist, anr the inhalat:ion 
inhalation the. rapist in 1 I therapist in .r[:.spiratory. therapy. /F. Kamian, 
adequately meeting the J I · · I R. Ph. 
respiratory needs of peol Demonstrate the- respiratory "ther-
ple.· I ! apy equipment ~i.n r.,hich pharmacolo- , G. Myers 
gical agents ate used. I 
33. ·DesCribe the physiologi-· I 
cal actions and desired 1 • • I • • 
th t . 1 f th I Group Process · Ass~st tne stu(~ents .rn develop~ng I erapeu ~c goa s o c 1 
1 
. . ,. 
h ]_ . 1 1 a hypothet~cal system ~n t'lh.rch a 1 p armaco og~ca agents I · . I 
ff .. ']_ t. collaborat.r ve 1 resr:uxatory care / a ect.rng vent.r a .ron I t •f t · - 1 · h a · d d · ! eam e~. or .rs estab 1.s ,e l.nvolv-:z: a equate oxygena- I I ing the physic1an, the pharmacist, .l 
~on. and ·the inhala£·ion theravist. I 
' I I . 
~ 
f Lect~-re an~ Disc-~ssio~------------ J"~re~~~t and di1cuss the handdut IF. Kamian, 
1 I~' ooWmo I'" '·'""'"'"''~' oo- e. e>. 
I 
I '" ···I lllll~~mnriill ~ 
i tions and des_i:rred therapeutic ·goals 
l d of the pharmac~~logical agents af-
! Han out fecting adequa,-e v'entiiation and 
oxygenation. · 
' . 
i Clinical Learning Assignments ~~ Instruct the p1~--armacy residents to I report to the linical learning 
f areas as assig ed. 
I I 
i Clinical Conference 
I 
I 
I 
111''1 ''I iii 
l - ----
1 A'ssign. a groupjleader for the Week i 
,
1
. who rdll moderate the scheduled 1 
clinical confe- ences. / 
' I I 
' '''1'111' ' . . . . :~·,~-li'ili':"l!lr!lll-'1 -II -·-· 
II II 
II 
'I 
Iii! 
I 
I 
' 
SEQU~CE 
Week of 
June 28, 
1971 
(Continued} 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARMACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
~-~~~~~-· 
Frar~klin D. Kamian, R. 
coorinator . 
Ph. 
~r FACULTY 
-~EKLY OBJECTIVES I RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES [ 
' 
IMPLrNTATION ) PARTICIPANTS 
i 
I I 
Dietetics and Food Services J I 
34. Explain the biochemical !
1
· Lecture and Discussion Describe the p~·ocesses Wherebg , G. UcCormick, 
interrelationships of foods and .the rJ.utrients tlley con- j M.D. 
the essential nutrients ] tain can af:t·ec-d. the desired physio-1 
and pharmacological ! . , logic response~to drugs by either j s. ~lilliarns, 
agents. J I enhan~ing or ~ hibiti~g the pharma-! M.P.H. 
j colog~cal act1. n of tne drugs. . i 
35. Define the cooperative i · :F. Kamian, 
roles of the pharmacist, 1' I ] . i R. Ph. . 
th · . . . d GroUjJ Process Involve tbe phtmacy res~ dents in ! e nutr~t~on~st 1 an ! . . · 
t " h · · · · t I I develop~ng a h oothet~cal sustem JC p ys~c.1.an ~n ass.1.s - , . , , - --~ . . ·"' . 
· 1 · · I J.n wh.1.cn tne ph s~c~an, the pnarm-J.ng peop e to r-=ga~n . "' . . . 
d t · t · h ' ac~st, and the utr~ tJ.onJ.st meet .an o maJ.n a.1n omeo- ' 1"' • sta!:~is. 
1
1 the health .need[ of people .1.n a 
1 collaborat.1.ve tram effort. 
l Clip.ical Learning Assignments / Instr.uct t:he phkrmacY residents 
1 ! report to the cfinical learning to·! F. ! I areas as assign.b~a and to maintain 
J daily anecdotal records. 
I , 
Clinical Conference 
I R. 
i 
! 
I
, Assi~~~~~~up ~eader for the· 1-1eek 
t-lh: r·:ill mod:ra ~e the scheduled 
1 
cl"n"cal conrerlnces. 
"' 
'" 
Kamian,. 
Ph. 
r
1 
Emphasize the ~tsential goal of I 
group sharing 0.1. recorded observa- I 
1 
tions and _infor:t_~ion. ______ ------'---------
I I 
I I 
I I 
I ! 
· 1crr·r 'll'''·lf"iibl'lll"llll II' i' I :t illllllmlrlmll·~· \ I I I "lili l r I 
•
1! .. ·1.1 I.~
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DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAl 
PHA&VJlCY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
Fr.S.nklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
Co~rdinator 
r 
wEEKLY OBJECTIVES RELATED LEARNIXG PROCESSES 
. IXPtillNTATION I FACULTY PARTICIPA..~TS 
! 
Eme1·genc.:y and Outpatient 
Services 
I 
I I 
I 
! 
I 
36. Identify the responsi-
bilities of the pharma-
cist in serving as.a 
consultant in emergency 
and outpatient services. 
j Group Process 
I 
Involve th.e phlarmacy residents in 
developing a Jrscriptive analysis 1
1 E. Christian, 
M.D. 
37. Outline the teaching 
role of the pharmacist 
as it relates to other 
members of the health 
team as tvell as to the 
patient and his family. 
I 
of the responsli.bilitie.s of the 
phc:.rmacist as~- consultant in emer-JF. 
; ger1cy and outp.la.tient services. i R. 
i i I 1 I :;?.ole-playing -~~uide the -p~arkacy residents in _ 
! (Videotaped) I conducting a r11:>1e-playing session 
1 in which the uJ,harmacist," the 
·"nurse," the "Patient," and the 
"famil~' member,,~" are presented in 
the context ofla teaching-learning 
situation; 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
Videotape this)role-playing sessi.o;;,! 
for instant rerlay. E!'}COUrage the ~ 
the pharmacy residents to pa.r.tici- 1 
pate in a grouf critique of the I 
. j events portray"'T·d. I 
\ '· . 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
·:I.! 
38. Define the psychodyna-
mics of interpersonal 
relationships during 
stressful situations I 
(e.g., those encountered l 
in the unplanned and j 
high tension environment ! 
of the hospi tai·.emergen- ! 
cy ~·oom). . \ 
Lecture and Discussion 
• . I , 
II Desc~ibe the psychodyna;":)ics in- !I' F. Estess '· valved in stret:s situetions. l1.D. 
i Discuss the a],,~era.tions of the psy-1 
chosocial and knysiological eompon-j 
1 
: 1 · r 11111mmnri:11·~· I :1:111 : 111: I 
ents of interprrsonal relationships\ 
that occur >-IheJ indi? iduals are .1 
sufljected to s ·:ressfu!.. situations ! 
(e.g. f. those: e~countered in the \ 
emergency rcom1. 1 
I ' ~Ill"' 'll' 11"11'1'::1' 1f'illl I, 1·1 I I! 
I 
:! 
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DO~INICAN SA.~TA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHA&V~CY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
Fra/nklin D. Kamia.n, R. Ph. 
Coolrdinator 
SEQUE!ICE WEEKLY OBJECTIVES 
I r- --~ r I RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES I IMPLEKSNTATION : ~!.~~ig;PANTS 
I I I l 
-We-ek-of---:-i ---------+1 '1. . · ~ i 
July -5, 1971l l . ' 
(Continued) I ., C(linical Learning ASsignments I Instruct the p armacy residen~s. to r F. 
I I report to the ·-linical learning I R. I I I areas as assigbed and to maintain I ~ I daily anecdota~ records. I 
J Clinical Conference 11 Assign a group.]-leader for the v1eek I 
I wh~ r.,~iJ.l mod:_rfte the scheduled . I cl;.n;.cal conreJ':ences. ] 
I! I Emphasize . the ~ssential goal of ! 
, ~ group sharir:.g c,Jf recorded observa- j' 
1 I t. . . f I . I I J.ons ana J.n oymat;.on. 
1 
I I ---~--~ 
I . I I "' 
I I ! ! 
I 1 
1
1 
I 
I ! I 
I 1' I I I I I I 
I I I . I 
i i I I 
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DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ. HOSPITAL 
PH~1ACY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
F*anklin D. Kamian, R. ¥n. 
cdordinator 
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I \ I J . I FACULTY SEQUENCE 1 \~EEKLY OBJECTIVES ! RE::.ATED LEA..'C.'HNG PROCESSES i IMILEMENTATIOli ! PMTICIPili'lTS 
~leek of I PHAR11ACY SERVICES [ ·1 . . . I 
July l2' I 'j ' I 
l971 Drug Distrib-.:Jtion Techniques I ! I 
I . I 
39. 
40. 
Explain prevailing 
styles employed in drug 
distribution systems in 
hospitals. 
Identify the role re-
sponsibilities o.f the 
various allied health 
practitioners as they 
are involved ir. drug 
·distri.bution systems. 
\ 
; I :, I '.I''.' I ,r ·llllmll .. ,, l'l'illll'"ll'lll I I ·'I I, ' I I 'I IT'll, I,, .I ' k '. 
i ' 
I both tradi ti nal and lnnovati ve \ R. 
1 drug distrib tion systems. ! 
! i 
Group Process 
I 
Clinical Learning Assignments 
I IT-valve -the -iharma~y residen-ts in: ! . 
1 develooing a · innovative Ciagrama- \ 
j tic pl~n C:f ':le r9le responsibili- 'I 
j· ties cf the ~arious meJ:iliers of the , 
_!allied health! teem as they pa.rtici-) l pate in drug r:istribution systems. i! 
I In-:ti:uc~-~he .bl~armac_;_residents to 
1
. 
' . i report to thel clinical learning ~I 
j areas as assi fined and to .rnain ta.in I 
l daily anecdot.~l records. 
• 1 I j-----------------------------------------i-~-A-_ssign a grou,b leader for the v;eek : 
1 rd"lo <;o;ill rr.ode.t-ate the scheduled 
Clinical· Conference 
1 • • 1 rb j c_,_J..n.2.ca_ con_[, rences. 
I Emphasize the ?Ssential goal of 
I 
g.::oUp sbar~n: of re_corded observa-
tJ.ons and ) .. n.!..., rr::.at~cn. 
I I --- -- - -- . - --- i 
I i 
I 
I 
I '''I 
' ' I 
l:,ri II "I !;:ill 
,I, II I II L; I" ., 
' 
I rmHllr .1111 f111 ~~rl··:l!lr111' II· .. 1 .. :, '',Ill., '"'"I 
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DOMINICA.~ SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHA&~CY RESIDENCY PROGR!U~ 
Fdmklin D. Ka.'"Ilian, R. Ph. 
cardinator 
I r PACULTY 
tlEEKLY OilJECTIVES RELATED LEARNING PROCESSES IXPJ~~EXE:NTATION ! PA."TICIP&'\TS 
' 
Patient Drug Histories and 
Drr::y Profiles i ! 
4.i.. ' 'DesCribe the therapeutic 1' 
relevance of patient , 
drug histories and drug [ 
profiles. \ 
Group Discussion ""-' -1~ ~:,.~,, '" ·I, 
group discussJlon concentrating on 1 R. 
the .relevancejof pat~er..t drug l:~.is- . 
to:":~es and d.r~qg profLles .. 
42. Construct an outline of l I Appoint a "grqup observer" to sum-
the- emerging realistic ! ma.rize the dil~.·cussio. n upon its com-r 
\ 
role of the pharmacist i I pletion. ) 
as the professional ex- f · ! 
pert who directs and co-·\ 11 . l · · 
d . th. t. . t. . Group Process , Invol •.re tne vl arrr.acu resJ.dents Ln or J.nates e ac ..'!. VJ. J.es 1 - - 1 • - • - • • 
f • • · t 1' h I 
1 
construct.1.ng 1 sysr:ezr.atJ.c dJ.agram. o tne nospJ. a s p ar- ~ . 
, or the ~~era~ g role of the phar-
macy serv~ces. . ' · ~, ~ · 1 mac~st as t.:::e prc_ess~ona expert 1 
Handout· 
;.rho directs anld coordinates the ac:( 
tivities of th~ hospital's pharmacy\ 
services. I' i 
Preser..t a hand1but of a hypothetical! 
drug distributL!·on syste~ in which i 
• C". • - -1--h ,..,· ~ • • I=> tn.e phy.~~cJ.a:J., ..... e ,_~n.=..rmac~st, tr._ 
\R.N. Clinical :c;pecial.ist, and the 
1
1 pharmacy techn~cian function as a 
t~am in implem~nting the sgsten. 
Group. Process i Assist the phjmacy resii,ents ,;i th .1 a group criti7~e of t~e hypotheti-
1 cal drua din;r1but.Ion sustem re~=e-! I - .. .. . 
: sr;;nted en the · andout sheet. I 
I I 
' . 
! 
Kam.ian, 
Ph. 
"' .,. 
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(Continued) 
\ 
DOMI~ICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHA&~CY RESIDENCY PROGR&~ 
Fr.!mklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
_____::trdinator 
WEEKLY OBJECTIVES 
RELATED LEARl-N-"I_N_G_P_R_O_C_E_S-SE-S----,~--- JY.P1~El1ENTATION 
l Clinical Learning Assignments ~~ I~~-~~~~~--=:l?harmacy residents to 
I 1 report to thetclinical learning 1 areas as assi~· ned and to maintain I j daily anecdot·l records. 
I I 
! Clinical Conference l Assign a grout leader for the r-reek 
! ! t:-.rho r,-;ill mode~~ate the scheduled ! ! clinical confkrences. 
1 I I [ Emphasize the !'essential goal of 
I j g~oup ~har~ng of r~co~ded observa-
·1 j t;.ons and ~nfcClrmat~on. 
I I I I ' 
I - - i 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
[FACULTY i PAll.TICIP&"iTS 
i 
I IF. 
I R. 
I 
I 
J 
! 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
"' "' 
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r-veek of 
July 26, 
1971 
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I 
' 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHA&'IACY RESIDENCY PROGRA.'l 
WE~~LY OBJECTIVES 1 RELATED LEA&~ING PROCESSES 
l 
i 
Community Information j 
Systems \ 
I 
. .. I 43. Design a drug abuse pre-i Group Process 
vention program coordin-f 
ating the professional ! 
skills of both hospital f 
and community pharma- · 
cists. 
.f Clinical Learning Assignments 
I 
l 
' I 
Clipical Conference 
~---
! ' 
i I i lllml~liHnil'lll ~I i i .• I I I Iiiii I . ' 1111 
Fra~klin D. Karnian, 
Coo tinator 
R. Ph. 
IMPI.Bl!ENTATIO; 
[FACULTY ! pA.'l.TICIPAi'ITS 
.,,I Involve th~ phal[macy resic!ents .in 
designing a dru~ abuse prevention 
program that includes the profes-
! sional p'l1armacirts of the entire I local .community (i.e., hospital 
l pharmaci.sts and ... community D~~arma-· I . -
1 
cists). 
I 
Inst::::uct the ph~rmac!! residents to 
.
1 
report to the dlinical _learning 
a~·eas .as assign.b~a and to maintain 
\ daily anecdotal records. 
! 
i 
I 
I 
i 
IF. 
t R. 
! 
j £1ssig"n a gz:oup Eeader _for the week ·t' 
J >vho ~vill modera:P,e the sclJeduled 
. clinical confer&nr.p_e;. ! 
II Emphasize the ellsential goal of group shar~n~ o:E r~corded observa-
1 t:..ons avd J.n .... ·orr~at~on. . 
. I 
' 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
., 
"' 
l ·:1 T'nr 1 111'1 · · r'lll rr1 ''ll"'r 1 ~~~ · 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
PHARY.ACY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 
ranklin D. Kamian, R. Ph~ 
:oordinator 
~ . ~~ FACULTY 
SEQUENCE I WEEKLY OBJECTIVES i RELATED LEARI'IING PROCESSES I IM LEMENTATION PARTICIP&'iTS 
I, : I ll -1 
fleek of 
August 2, 
1971 
' 
i 
I 
I I . 
/suNMARY AND REVIEW J. ! I 
I • • ' • . I . j Ob]eCtJ. ves 1 through 43. lr.ec-ture and D~scussJ.on ! Conduct a su .l171ary and revJ.ew of all~ F. Kamian, 
I. ! / of the objecfives of "the pharrr.c.cy ! R. Ph. ! ~~-cy~-- i I ! . I ' 
' ' I !Examination j Adr.1inister a~1 examination designed ! 
I r ! to evaluate ~':ichievement of the ob- I \ i 
1
1 jectives of T:he. pharmacy residency ! 
1 ) program. I J 
I I · 
I i i I• - -- ! 
( 1
1
Cliniccil Learning Assignments I Instruct the pharmacy residents to I r report to the clinical learning 
'1 I i areas as assj1
1
gned and to maintain 
I • '1 • 1 d J / I a a~ y anecc.ot·:a recor s. 
I ' I l )clinical Coriference ) Ass-ign a gro4p leader for the v;eek 
I ! 1 who v1ill moci'~·rate the scheduled 
j J j clinical COTJ.lerences. 
! 1 ~ Errphasize th essenti·al goal of I ! • group sb~rin of r~corded observa-
1 
1 I t1.ons ana ~n prmao:~on. i J I . 
' -~· 
I il"l' 1!1'1 I''IIIIHI'Ini: T'll 
: I .. 11111111111111111 Ill Tl 
' 
I II ' II 1111'1' lill I 'I rnr 
"' <:) 
' 
'I 
- DOMINICA,~ SA.~TA CRUZ, HOSPITAL 
PHAJh~CY RESIDENCY PROGRA.~ 
Frapklin D. Kamian, R. Ph. 
Coo~dinator 
I . r 
SEQUENCE I HEEKLY OBJECTIVES I RELATED LEA.'1NING PROCESSES I 
l ! 
' I . 
DfPLkXENTATIO~ FACULTY PA..~TICIPAt\TS 
'V'leek of 
August 9, 
1971 
' ! 
I SU!1l1P.RY AND REVIEW 
I ObjectiVes 1 through 43. 
! (Continued) 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 1·· I illllllllllllllllllll Tl 
Group Discussion 
Grou? Process 
! 
., 
I 
! 
i 
i 
~M • odLC oooooo •~ m,J c. 
uation of the ~xamination, there- !R. 
sul ts of the e
1
¥. amina ti on, and the I 
imolications tha-t can be dra:,m ! fr~m such a lefrning experience. 
\ Direct tbe p;l-;fmacy residents in . 
1 the procedure '['f subr.:ittinq an ! 
I evaluation of clle pharmacy residen-! 
I
.CY program on ,_.prepared evaluation!' 
form. I · ; 
! !· 
, r· ---~~~ 
Clinical Learning Assignments II Instruct the pl~arn-;acy residents to j 
i report to the (f·.linical· learning ·! \ I areas as assig ed. '! 
. ' i I I 
, I , 
Completfon Interviews j Upon con:pletio11 of· the pharmacy re-! 
l sidency progr_am, inter.-vier,..r each j 
jpharmacy resiaknt en an individual · 
! basis. 1· 
Social Hour Ifost an inform<l~l fare:.jell social 
how:· incluCinglthe phD.II'li'l.C":J resi-
dents, the pro __ ram pcu:tici,;_-;arits, 
the hospital al!ministrative offi-
ct;:r,s end rnr;;·dic 1 sta:ff 1 and tl1c 
:'lli~d -]Je2lth -"'!rsonnel of the-
j nosp~tal. 
I 
Kamian, 
Ph. 
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I I Iiiii I 1111 
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!XJMlNICJ\N SJ\N'l'J\ CJ(UZ IIOSPI'J'AL 
PHN~IIJ\CY RUSIJJENCY PWlGMII 
Clinical Areas - 1.- Business Send ces 
-----~·-- 2.- Purchasing f1 Central Supply 
~.- GeJ~eral Nursing .- I.C.U./C,C.U . . - Emergency Room & Disaster CHrc 
• 6,- Surgical Teclmologies 
·· 7.- RadiolO!,'Y 
8.- Nuclear Medicine 
9.- Cllnical Laborat01y (j Patholo:,'Y 
10.- Rcspi rat01y Care (Inhalation Therapy) 
11.- Dietetics & l'oocl Service 
12.- Emergency (j Outpatient Services 
ll3 .1- Drug Distribution Techniques 
.Jd.... CollmJunity Information System 
15.- Drug History Systems & Patient Drug Profiles 
0 . = N_ursing Services 
0 = Department of 
Phannacy 
'c---
~ 
= ±::= 
~ 
~ 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
Fha~acy Residency Progra~ 
Franklin D. Karnian, R. Ph. 
Coordinator 
l?eek of April 26 .I 1971 
I ~ 
1 
r MONDAY l TUESDAY HEDNESDAY TEURSD.d . 1 FRIDAY .• 1 ---+~--- Anr17 26 ~ ApriJ. 27 -~-_QC.Ll 2$ IA::::oril 29 Ar;ril 30 / 
1
9:00 I Lecture anC Discussion 1Lectu.re anC Di§CUssion Lecture and I 
Sr. Carolyn, 0.:?. lobse·::vation I A Discussion 
· lldminic:trctcr l 1 
0:00 ,. 1 !l'l. Rex, C.P.11.L1 F. Estess, M.D. F_ m !- T' •• ~ A ~ ' F K . R Ph L-- .. o.J. ;<::n AO.l, •• -.r. 1 • arnan, . . 
1---1-------------+-------------j_F. Kam~2n, R. P~:_ __ j__ ! 
r 
Tour !Role- vla 4 ing i--hL-:e"c"t::u:-r=-e=-o
7o=:o"d.-------l 
1·00 · -- ---·--· • v· · 
· I Sr. Carolyn, O.P~ f --- 1 ~scess~o~ 
. F. Kamian, R. Ph. / ~ ~ .. ~.s. Victorson, A.B. 
·2,00 I . I LUNCH------------i--------------1--------- ------------------~ 
l Jsocial Hour /i\ !Discussion J I Lecture, Discussior., 1:00 Sr C,.,.0 , ,1,..., 0 p ! lr.~ i?G" C p ,1 and Gene~·al Tour 1.0 •, <::.- '-'·~··, • " l ~···• ,,,, • " • '""' ·~, -'-~ ..., D'" W G. PfcCorn .. lck, N.D. ! J. V2n Ko~, ll.. ·.T. l.t: · .c\.c.lT: ..... "'"·" n. - r.. 1 
I ··--~--:--· I !C,. . ,- .c I -C.. . 7 C F ' T. Sch.m~da, J"{.D. 1 1 .J..~:;ucD. __ Cor.-'-e=rence ..L..:r.:2.ca._ on_erence j 2 :00I F. Kamian, R. Ph. ! !F. K;;;.mian_.. R.,h. ?. Kar.Jiar., R .. Ph. i 
Hospital Staff \!1 i 
! Clinical Co .. '1fen;mce ! _. 
I l F. Kc1mian, R- .?h. I ·· j . I .. I ; 
l .8-~~ b'o ____ l [~]_ "l 
16·0 I ·--·--1'--· I . ~ , 
I 
I 
7,od 
I 
! ! 
. I I : I !' llllrnllllrrlll~! 
I . 
r I I . -'_j I ---·--.,-· i 
. I 
I ! ! 
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Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
Pharmacy Residency Program 
Frankl.in D. K£llllian, R. Ph. 
Coordinator · 
r--r-
TI!-!E I 1-WNDAY May 3 I Lecture and Discussion 9:00 -R. Scott, L.Lb. 4-
. F. Kamie:n, R. Ph. I 
110:00 
I 
I 
I 
I I I .. 
I Lecture and DiscusSion 
11 :O.l D. Bordner 
F. Kamian, R. Ph. 
12:0t 
LUNCHf----------
Lecture, Discussion 
1:00 and Demonstration Tour 
I M. f.'ood, R.N. ...,._ 
.p. Kar.:ian, R. Ph. I 2:00 I. 
. I 
"' 
1\f'eek of nay 3 I--L92l. 
I 
J,;EDNESDAY r THURSjDAY r FRIDAY - -l TUESDAY 
May 4 ·~ May 6 ~ .~ay 7 I Clinical Assignmen~s 
{Orientation) 1- clinical 7z~::~~~~~--- ------------1-----------I-------------------~ 
F. Ka~ian, R. Ph. I I 
I ' I I I I ' I I . I 1 \-------------'-------------------------- -------------------~ ~ j I .I L l ~---------
Lecture and Discussion 1 : I I _-
V. Barham, R.N., Ed.D.I I I 
.j, -1------------r------------·-----------· ---------------------) 
. I I I 
~::=~-=:::~~::--f::::::::::::---j--------~-----r-----------~ I 
-r I_ f-----------r-------------,----------r------------------)~1 
' 
Clinical As;~~~:::~:---1:------------~~---------~----------~--------~ I I I I I 
I 
I 
Clinica 7 Conference 1 ~ I t . I 
3•00 -- I i -: 
• F. Karroiar., R. Ph. t<---------~-J----~~-----------------r-----------r----------r---------~----------'> / 
/4:00 ~~i~~;:~~~ ~~n;~~::::: __ -----------------------~----------------------~------------~----------J---------------------'>1 
. . . I . 
.____ . I 
/5:00 I - I I ! 
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OBJECTIVE 1 
1. Nellis, W.L.: Plan of Organization is the Key· to Effective 
Administration, Hospital, J .A. H .A. , Vol. 43, Sept. 1, 1969, 
p. 70-72. 
2. Wahler, D.: The Hospital, Clinical Pharmacy Practice; Lea & 
Febiger, Philadelphia, Penn., 1972, p. 26-34. 
OBJECTIVE 2 
1. Buzzotta, V.R., Lefton, R.E., and Sherber, M.: Managerial 
Conclusion, What To Do About It, Hospital Progress, Vol. 53, 
No. 2, Feb. 1972, p. 32-39. 
------~2~--H.a~-W~-E-:-.._,Jr- !-T-l~le-H-esp-i-t-a.-J.-aBii~-~e-rg=-"a.-ni-z-a.-t-:i-on---,------Hos~-----------:~' 
pital Pharmacy, Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, Penn., 2nd. ed., 
1967, p. 32-37. 
OBJECTIVE 3 
1. Brown, R.E.: Strictures and Structures, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., 
Vol. 44, Aug. 16, 1970, p. 79-80. 
2. Gratzman, T.E.: Manpower Utilization Study Reflects Personnel 
Requireme.~ts, Hospitals, J.A.H.A. ,Vol. 43, Sept. 1, 1969, p. 82-86. 
3. Kadrovach, D.G.: Management, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 45, 
April 1, 1971, p. 111-114. 
OBJECTIVE 4 
1. Friedman, S.H.: Management Engineering, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., 
Vol. 45, April 1, 1972, p. 117-120. 
2. Jeffrey, L.p.: Participative Management in nospital Pharmacy, 
Amer. J. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, No. 2, Feb., 1972, p. 153-156. 
3. Stach, P.E. and Sherrin, T.P.: A Pilot Pharmacy Program for 
In-Service Education of Nurses, J. Amer. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, 
No. 10, Oct. 1972, p. 847-851. 
OBJECTIVE 5 
1. Hassen, W.E. Jr.: Drug Charges in Hospitals, Hospital Pharmacy, 
Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, Penn., 2nd. ed., 1967, p. 228-245. 
OBJECTIVE 6 
1. A thorough explanation and analysis of the billing system with 
the business office of Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital will help 
to explain the procedures involved. 
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OBJECTIVE 7 
1. DeLand, L.A.: Clinical Pharmacy Practice, Lea & Febiger, 
Philadelphia, Penn., 1972, p. 80-86 • 
. OBJECTIVE 8 
1. Hassen, W.E., Jr.: Drug Charges in Hospitals, Hospital Pharmacy, 
Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, Penn., 2nd. ed., 1967, p. 228-245. 
OBJECTIVE 9 
1. Greiner, G.E.: The Pharmacist's Role in Patient Discharge 
Planning, J. Amer. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, No.1, Jan 1972, 
p. 72-76. 
~------------------~------~----------~~ 
2. Cradock, J.C. & et. al.: Post-Admission Drug and Allergy His-
tories Recorded by a Pharmacist, J. Amer. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, 
No. 3, March 1972, p. 250-252. 
OBJECTIVE 10 
1. Cole, P. and Sister Emmanuel: Drug Consultation: Its Sig-
nificance to the Discharged Hospital Patient and its Rele-
vance as a role for the Pharmacist, J. Amer. Hosp. Pharm., 
Vol. 28, No. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 954-960. 
OBJECTIVE 11 
1. Buchanan, J.R. and Luttrel, W.B.: The Critical Method of Re-
locating Departments, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 43, Sept. 1, 1969, 
p. 79-81. 
OBJECTIVE 12 
1. Hassen, W.E., Jr.: The Physical Plant and Its Equipment, Has-
Pharmacy, Lea & Febriger, Philadelphia, Penn., 2nd. ed., 1967, 
p. 289-311. 
OBJECTIVE 13 
1. DeMarco, C.T.: State Narcotic and Drug Abuse Laws: A Com-
bination of Ingredients, Amer. J. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 28, No. 9, 
Sept. 1971, p. 707-708. 
OBJECTIVE 14 
1. Jones, E.E.: Centralized Purchasing, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., 
Vol. 44, Aug. 1, 1970, p. 51-53. 
2. Gaddis, R.W.: Clinical Pharmacy Practice, Lea & Febiger, 
Philadelphia, Penn., 1972, p. 457-471. 
' :::------
OBJECTIVE 15 
1. Hassen, W.E., Jr.: The Combined Pharmacy-Central Sterile 
Supply Room, Hospital Pharmacy, Lea & Febiger, 2nd. Ed., 
1967, p. 269-279. 
OBJECTIVE 16 
1. Current Nursing Textbooks -- several. 
2. American Journal of Nursing -- review. 
OBJECTIVE 17 
1. Booth, R.Z.: Primary Care: The Role of the Nurse, Hospital 
Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 6, June_____l!)_2__2~.__p___._L9_9~L. ____________ ---:--'-----i"' 
2. Connelly, T., Jr.: Nursing/Career Commitment, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., 
Vol. 44, Aug. 16, 1970, p. 142-150 
3. DeLand, L.A.: Clinical Pharmacy Practice, Lea & Febiger, Phila-
delphi~, Penn., 1972, p. 70-71 . 
OBJECTIVE 18 
1. Booth, R. z. : The Team Approach in the Deli very of Health Care, 
Hospital Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 4, April 1972, p. 131-133. 
2. Anderson, K.K. and WJnship, H.W., III: Survey of Nurses' Atti-
tudes Toward Pharmacy in Selected Arizona Hospitals, Amer. J. 
Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 28, No. 12,p. 945-953. 
3. Mainzenberger, P., Sister Emmanuel, & Heins, M.: The Role of a 
Pharmacist .on the Pediatric Unit of a General Hospital, Amer. J. 
Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, No. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 755-760. 
OBJECTIVE 19 
1. Hassen, f1.E., Jr.: Safe Use of Medications in the Hospital, 
Hospital Pharmacy, Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, Penn., 2nd. ed., 
1967, p. 340-357. 
OBJECTIVE 20 
1. Van Itallie, P.H.: Rehabilitating the Stroke Patient, Hospital 
Pharmacy, Vol. 5, No. 6, June 1970, p. 26-32. 
2. Germain, C.P.H.: Nursing Role Variations in Coronary Care, 
Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 43, Sept. 9, 1969, p. 147-151. 
OBJECTIVE 21 
1. Anon.: Nursing Care of the Patient in the Operating Room, Ethicon, 
Continuing Education Syllabus. 
ii= 
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OBJECTIVE 22 
l. Johnson, W.E., Jr.": A New Surgical Suite, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., 
Vol. 44, No. 16, Aug. 16, 1970, p. 152. 
OBJECTIVE 23 
l. Hartshorn, E .A. : 
Drug Intelligence 
p. 202-206. 
Central Nervous System Drugs -- Anesthetics, 
and Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 5, July 1971., 
OBJECTIVE 24 
1. deHaen, P.: Annual Review of New Drugs, Drug Intelligence and 
Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 5, May 1971, p. 152. 
~--------~~--~~~------------------~~ 
2. Hartshorn, E.A.: Central Nervous System Drugs, Anesthetics, 
Drug Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, VoL. 5, July 1971, 
p. 202-206. 
OBJECTIVE 2 5 
1. Angram, D.M.: The Clinical Pharmacy Handbook, University of Wis-
consin Center for Health Science, May 1971, p. 98-101. 
OBJECTIVE 26 
1. Swinyard, E.A. and Harvey, S.C.: Diagnostic Drugs, Remington's 
Phaxma·ceutical Sciences, Mack Publishing Co. , Easton, Penn., 
14th. ed., 1970, p. 1302-1315. 
OBJECTIVE 27 
l. Hirsch, J.J., Sharpe, A.R., Jr., and Garnett, W.R.: The Role of 
Potassium Perchlorate in 99m Technetium Brain Scanning, Drug 
Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 5, Aug. 1971, p. 252-257. 
2. Broen, B.M., et. al.: Technetium 99m Cysteine- an Agent for 
Renal· Scintigraphy, Amer. J. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, No. 6, 
June 1972, p. 502-505. 
3. Oddie, J.H. and Kossler, A.W.: Tetraiodoflurorescein, a Con-
tributor to Variations in radioactive Uptake?, Amer. J. Hasp. 
Pharm., Vol. 29, No. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 690-691. 
OBJECTIVE 28 
1. Gilliam, C.D. and Cohen, M.B.: 
Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m for 
Amer. J. Hasp. Pharm., Vol. 28, 
OBJECTIVE 29 
Preparation of Concentrated 
Dynamic Scintigraphic Studies, 
No. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 967-969. 
l • . Munzenberger, P. and Sister Enunanuel: The Incidence of Drug-
Diagnostic Test Interferences in Outpatients, Amer. J.Hosp. 
Phar.m., Vol. 28, No. 10, Oct. 1971, p. 786-791. 
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OBJECTIVE·30 
1. Bell, J.E.: Creatinine: !>erum and Urine: Hospital Pharmacy, 
Vol. 7, No. 6, June 1972, p. 191-192. 
2. Munzenberger, P. and Sister Emmanuel: The Incidence of Drug-
Diagnostic Test Interferences in Outpatients, Amer. J. Hosp. 
Pharm., Vol. 28, No. 10, Oct. 1971, p. 786-791. 
OBJECTIVE 31 
1. Anon.: Decontamination of Inhalation Therapy Equipment, Hos-
pitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 44, Aug. l, 1970, p. 57. 
2. Wuest, R.J.: Serratia Marcescens Infection from Inhalation 
Therapy Medication, Drug Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, 
= 
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OBJECTIVE 32 
1. Puckett, W.H., Jr.: The Pharmacist and Inhalation Therapy, 
Amer. J. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, No. 7, July 1972, p. 556-563. 
·oBJECTIVES 33 & 34 
1. Pierpaoli, P. G. : Drug Therapy and Diet, Drug Intelligence 
and Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 6, No. 3, March 1972, p. 89-99. 
OBJECTIVE 35 
1. Mehl, B. and Kissner, E.A.: Ambulatory Pharmaceutical Ser-
vice in a Changing Urban Community, Amer. J. Hasp. Pharm., 
Vol. 29, May 1972, p. 407-410. 
2. Taubenhaus, L.J.: Planning Today's Emergency Department, 
Amer. J. Nursing, Vol. 72, No. 11, Nov. 1972, p. 2050-2055 
OBJECTIVE 36 
1. Shasky, H.G.: A Guide to Taking Medication for Outpatients 
and Discharged Patients, Hospital Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 7, 
July 1972, p. 221. 
2. Solomon, A.C.: Teaching Pharmacology to Nurses, Hospital 
Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 2, Feb. 1972, p. 53-54. 
3. Liberman, P.: Clinical Forum: 
Keep Track of Their Drugs, Amer. 
No. 6, June 1972, p. 507-509. 
OBJECTIVE 37 
A Guide to Help Patients 
J. Hasp. Pharm., Vol. 29, 
1. Smith, W.E., Jr.: Role of the Pharmacist £n the Emergency 
Room: Numerous publications by this author. He is the 
Director of Pharmacy and Central Services at Long Beach 
Memorial Medical Center, Long Beach, California. 
= 
OBJECTIVE 38 
_l. Al tbach, H., Sandler, A.I. ., Rednor, D.J.: A System of a 
Drug Distribution In a Veterans Administration Hospital, 
Hospital Pharmacy, Vol. 5, No. 6, June 1970, p. 21. 
2. Davis, N.M.: A Transition to Unit Dose Dispensing, Hos-
pital Pharmacy, Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1968, p. 5-12. 
3. Freund, G.R.: A Centralized Unit Dose Dispensing Program, 
Hospital Pharmacy, Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1968, p. 13-18. 
4. Davis, N.M.: Follow the Medication Nurse, Hospital Pharmacy. 
Vol. 7, No. 6, June 1972, p. 177. 
}---~----~~~~~.R. and Ludw~g, M.E.: Hospital Pharmacy Systems, 
Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 44, Oct. 16, 1970, p. 56-63. 
6. Fowler, T.J. and Spalding, D.W.: Unit-Dose or Traditional 
System, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 44, Aug. 16, 1970, p. 254-260. 
7. Mead, W. B.: Unit Dose Drug Packaging, Hospitals, J .A-. H .A., 
Vol. 44, Jan. 16, 1970, p. 189. 
8. Fowler, T.J. and Spalding, D.W.: Pilot Study of Unit-Dose 
Systems, Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 44, Aug. 1, 1970, p. 58-61. 
9. Miller, R.A., deLeon, R.F., Herfindal, E.T., and Hirschman, J.L.: 
The Frame System: A. Second Generation Unit-Dose Distribution 
System, Hospital Progress, Vol. 53, No. 2, Feb. 1972, p. 47-50. 
OBJECTIVE 39 
1. Wilson, c.: Clinical Pharmacy and Unit Dose for the Small Hospital, 
Drug Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 5, March 1971, p. 90-92. 
OBJECTIVE 40 
1. Stewart, R.B.: A Study of Outpatients Use of Medication, Hos-
pital Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 4, April 1972, p. 108-117. 
2. Davis, N.M.: The Patient Profile Becomes a Standard of Practice, 
Hospital Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 7, July 1972, p. 217. 
3. Rosenberg, J.M.: Clinical Pharmacy Methodology Concerning Drug 
Interactions, Hospital Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 2, Feb. 1972, p. 39-44. 
4. Covington, T.R. and Whitney, JI.A.K., Jr.: Patient-Pharmacist 
Communication Techniques, Drug Intelligence and Clinical Phar-
macy, Vol. 5, Nov. 1971, p. 370-376. 
5. Covington, T.R. and Pfeiffer,_ F.G.: Clinical Forum: The Phar-
macist-Acquired Medication History, Amer. J. Hosp. Pharm., Vol. 29, 
No. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 692-695. 
,-
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OBJECTIVE 41 
1. Heard, J.S.: A New Dimens.ion for Pharmacy Service, Hospital 
Pharmacy, Vol. 7, No. 2, Feb. 1972, p. 36-38. 
2. Ebel, F.A.: Steps to a Successful Drug. Interaction Program, 
Hospitals, J.A.H.A., Vol. 43, Sept. 1, 1969, p. 130-138. 
3. Hutchinson, R. and Burkholder, D.: Clinical Pharmacy Practice-
Its Functional Relationship to Drug Information Service, ~rug · 
Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 5, June. 1971, p.· 181-185. 
4. Hear, M.: New Roles for the Hospital Pharmacist, Hospital Phar-
macy, Vol. 7, No. 7, July 1972, p. 223-226. 
= 
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Drug Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, Vol. 5, Sept. 1971, 
p. 279-286. 
6. Burkhart, V .D., Patrick, T.E. and Lamy, P.P.: Reorganizing the 
Professional Staff to Meet New Pharmacy Challenges, Amer. J. Hasp. 
Pharm.,·vol. 28, No. 10, Oct. 1971, p. 780-785. 
7. Allen, R.T. and Eckel, F.M.: The Pharmacist's Role in a Hospital 
Based Outpatient Clinic, Drug Intelligence and Clinical Pharmacy, 
Vol. 6, No. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 278-284. 
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CLINICAL CLERKSHIP EVALUATION 
QUESTIONNAI!IE 
ll8 
1) Since graduation, how much time have you spent in each of the following environ-
,ments? 
:!!!!!. Motlths !!!!!:!. Months 
Community Pharmacy 
·---
Pharmacy Education 
-Hospital Pharmacy 
---
Military Service 
---Hosp. Pharm. Residency __ Other 
-
2) There were 15 rotations; rate each of them in retrospect, with regard to the 
duration of each. 
Administration 
Business Services 
Bldgs & Grounds 
& Security 
Purchasing & 
Central SUlll>l v 
Nursing Practice 
Surgical Technologies 
Radiology 
Nuclear Hedicine 
.. 
Clin. Lab/Pathology 
Resp. Therapy 
Dietetics/Food 
Service 
Emergency & Out-
patient Services 
Dru~ Distribution 
. ·. 
Patient Drug Histories 
& DruR Profiles 
Community Infor-
mation Systems. 
I 1..___1 .. I~ ll .c 
.. .. ~ .,--..,-
.s 0 .. ·.c "'" 
"' 
.. ;l
= .ll~ 0 0 0 
,'l ,'l ::! 
"' 
3) Forty-two objectives, items which the student should be able to do,. were accom-
plished during the term of clerkship. Evaluate each of them, listed below, with 
regard to their value to you in your pr9fessional car~er since graduation. 
I 1:.. /J / 
q /:;jr'J I , 
/:§ j!:t g I : I 
/ G- I§; :; I ~ ; "" lo . "' :§ I ' 
1. Outline the corporate structure of hospital organization. . i 
2. ;;.,~~ribe the responsibili~t~~ ~f-~h·; ,;;;i~~"d.,i".;istr;~ive -- -·-- --+- - ----~ 
off~cers and the dynamics of the protocol inv~lve_d: .. _ .. _ __ __ -+--~ 
3. Discuss fundaments~ concepts of management as they 
apply to hospital administration. 
~-·-
·~--~- -~~~--
----
------------
,. 
• If ; .. .. 
ll9 
4;· Define the rOle ancfacdvi.ties- of the-pi)ysician-and phar-
macist sa participants in major hospital administrative 
functions (e.g., med. education & allied hosp. adminis-
trstive committees). 
s. Describe the various charges on_ a hospital billing form. 
6. Demonstrate the ability to refer to the patient's hosp.· 
record for verification ~ 1ustification of billing. 
7. Outline the essential components of a patient's hospital 
record. . .. 
8. Employ inte~ersonal relationship skills in explaining . 
hosp. billing procedures to public (e.g. third party .. -· 
bill-in ' 
9.·Define admitting & discharge information that pertains. 
to the 1>atient's pharmacoiodcal therapeutic regimen. 
10. Elucidate the responsibility of the pharmacist to the 
patient after discharge from-hospital (e.g., education, 
rehabilitation, 1)revention .of- drug abuse). ··. · 
11. Discuss the functional and related arc_hi te~tural ·inter-
relationshi1>s of the;nhvsicai plsnt of the hospitai 
12. Describe the relationship of the hospital pharmacy as 
a nhvsical entity. 
13. Define the pharmaCist's role in insuring protection of 
the agency, practitioner {pharmacologist), and the public 
I from ~he increasin~ hazards of drug m~suse and abuse. 14. Describe the process. required for legal, coherentJ and· relevant purchasing & distribution of pharmaceutical 
I materiols~that must exis~ between the Department of Phar-maev and the Purchasing Department. 15. Const"E'uc.t. innovative .strategies .to facilitate the com-
municati~n about the distribution of pharmaceutical mater-
ials stored and serviced in the central supply area. 
16. Outline prevailing managerial styles of utilizing nurs-
in2 nersonnel in an acute care institution. 
17. Identify the responsibilities of various levels of 
nursin£ oersonnel as members of the health care team. 
18. Define the role of the pharmacist as an associate in.the 
administration of nursing services. 
19. Contrast the roles of the physician, the pharmacist, .and 
the nurse in meeting the pharmaeolodcal needs of oeonle. 
20. Delineate the prevailing areas in which nursing practice 
is carried out in hospitals {e. g., Medical-Surgical, Ob-
stetrics, Pediatrics, Psychiatry·,· Neurology, Operating 
Room Intensive Care Unit and Coronarv Care Unit). 
21. Outline the general daily routine of a hospital surgical 
suite. 
22. Demonstrate basic concepts of surgical aseptic technique. 
23. Describe ~he responsibilities of the anesthesiologist and 
the related 2harmaceutical needs. 
-~---
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I 24. biacuss thoroughly the pharmacological effects of anes-thetic agents and their synergistic relationships to Greoperative and Postoperative medications. 
i 
25. Define the various radiological procedures employing : 
chemo-dia~nostic eonstraat· media. --
' 
26. Describe in detail the physiological effects of ; 
radioloeical contrast media. 
27. Identify the nature and action of the radioactive sub-
s~ emp.loyed~intlletfierapies 
niques of nuclear medicine. · 
ana Qlagnostlc tech- -----; 
~---
28. Define the processes involved in the manufacture and 
preparation of short-lived isotope phamaceuticals. . 
29. Describe the effects of pharmacological-agents ot! 
dia~ostic tests. 
-- --30. Outline co~unication 'procedures ihvo_lving the labor.:. 
atory technician, physician, and pharmacist. in coping 
with the untoward effects of pharmacological agents on 
dia~nostic tests. . 
-
31. Define the cooperative roles of the pharmacist, the phy-
sieian, and inhalation therapist in adequately meeting 
the resJ:!iratorv needs of people. 
32. Describe the physiological actions and desired therapeu-
tic goals of the pharmacological agents. affecting 
ventilation and adeguate·o~genation. ·. 
33. Explain the biochemical .interrelationships of i:he essen ... 
.· . 
tial nutrients and pharmacological agents; 
34. Define the cooperative roles of the pharmacist, the nutri~ 
tionist and the physician in assisting people to regain 
and to maintain homeostasis. 
35. Identify the. responsibilities of the phamacist in serv-
ing as consultant in emer-~ency & outPatient services. . 
-
36. Outline the teaching role of the. pharmacist as it relates 
to other members of the health team as well as to the 
patient and his famil~. 
37. Define the psychodynamics of interpersonal relationships ' 
during stressful situations (e.g., those encountered in 
unplanned & high tension environment of hospital-- emer-
eencv room). 
38. Explain prevailing styles employed in drug distribution 
systems in hospitals. 
39. Identify the role responsibilities of various allied 
health practitioners as they are involved in drug distri-
bution systems. 
40. Describe the therapeutic relevance of patient drug his-
tories and druR profiles. 
41. Construct an outline of the emerging realistic tole _of _ 
the pharmacist as the professional expert. who 'directs & 
coordinates activities_of the hospital's oharm. services ' . 
42. Design a drug abuse prevention program coordinating pro-
fessional skills of both hoso. & communitY oharmacists. 
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4, What other rotations, other experiences, special skills, etc. would you like 
to have had included in the clerkship? List iii order of priority. 
!. ____________________________________________ ___ 
2-------------------------------------------~---
3------------------------------------------------
4·------------------------------------------~---
L--------------~5:·~==============================================~----~ "----:::-
S. ln general, how would you rate the clerkship semester? 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
______ Disappointing 
= 
-F--- ·--
= 
APPENDIX E 
AGREEMENT FOR AFFILIATION BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY 
OF THE PACIFIC AND DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
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. 1.123 . 
I AGREEMENT FOR AFFILIATION BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY 
OF THE PACIFIC AND DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
This agreement by and between Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital, a Califor-
nia non-profit corporation, and University of Pacific, 
WITNESSETH 
WHEREAS, It is proposed that an Affiliation between the UniverM 
sity of the Pacific and Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital be established 
University of the Pacific, School of Pharmacy, and 
WHEREAS, The Board of Regents of the University of the Pacific 
has established an approved professional program of training in prepara-
tion for clinical hospital pharmacy residency training. The prO(';l'am 
requires clinical facilities >!here the student residents can obtain 
the clinical learning experience required in the curriculum, and 
11HEREAS, The Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital has the required 
clinical facilities for hospital pharmacy trainees and under the terms 
of this Affiliation the Hospital will make its clinical facilities and 
professional staff available to the students enrolled in this program. 
This qontribution to the education and preparation of these profession-
als ~Till insure a high grade of professional care for the sick, throuc;h 
o-
the mutual contributions of the groups participating in this program. ,. 
~ 
NO\v THEREFORE IN CONSIDERATION of the covenants, conditions and :·· 
stipulations, hereafter expressed and in consideration of the mutual 
benefits to be derived therefrom, the Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital and 
University of the Pacific do mutually ae;ree as follo>~s: 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital shall do the folloNing: 
1. Make available clinical facilities needed for the learnin:·; 
experience in clinical hospital pharmacy for the students 
-·--·----"-- __ ,, 
i. 
1124 
enrolled in the basic professional pharmacy program at 
the University of the Pacific and who are designated by 
the University for such learning experience. 
2. Maintain the clinical facilities in conformance with the 
standards required by the Joint Commission on Hospital 
Accreditation and the American Hospital Association, the 
Catholic Hospital Association, and such other re uirements " ~--------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. 
to insure that the facility is an accredited institution. 
3. Establish, in collaboration .rith the Director of the Clini-
cal Pharmacy Program at the University, the program and 
specifi~ areas to be included in this learning experience. 
The Chief Pharml'lcist, the Medical Director and the Adminis-
trator of the Hospital shall be responsible for establish-
ing the format of the program for the Hospital. 
4, Provide, >rhenever rea"sonably possible, in connection >rith 
such clinical experience and use of facilities, the foll0\·1-
ing accommodations for the teachers and students taking 
part in the program: 
a. Such class and conference rooms as are determined 
to be reasonably necessary. 
b. Appropriate space for safeguarding of personal be-
longings, such as clothing, purses, and textbooks. 
c. ~lake available cafeteria services for three meals 
per day, seve>n days a >rec.k, for those students orho 
desire to cat at the hospital. Charr;es for these 
meals shall be in accordance with the rec;ular cafe-
teria menu less 20;,j. 
d. Provide given clihical area~, to insure there >rlll 
be no confll ct of lea min(\ opportunities among the 
group of students and permit the instructors and 
the students access to these areas in accordance 
w1 th prearraneed scheduling.· 
-2-
~ 
l25 . 
UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC SHALL DO THE FOLLOI'IING: 
1. Designate the students enrolled in the Pharmacy Pro-
gram and assign these students to the Hospital. 
2. Supervise, in conjunction with the Chief Pharmacist, 
and the Medical Director, all instruction and learn-
ing experiences and clinical experiences given at the 
hospital. 
3. Provide and be responsible for the care and control of 
educational supplies and educational equipment neces-
sary for instruction, including audio-visual equipment 
and supplies •·thich are not customarily available at the ~ 
hospital. 
4. Be responsible for keeping all attendance and academic 
records of the students. 
5. Be responsible for physical examinations, liability in-
surance releases and such other protective measures as 
the hospital and the University mutually agree to be 
necessary. 
IT IS ~IUTUALLY AGHEED: 
1. The students shall be subject to the requirements and 
restrictions specified jointly by representatives of 
the Hospital and the University and be subject to the 
hospital 1 s rulc3 and regulations 13overninc; conduct. 
2. Students assic;ned by the University for clinical tratn-
ing to the Hospital will not in any sense be considered 
employees of the Hospital. They will receive no compen-
sation from hospital funds. 
-3-
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! 
' The University will indemnify and hold the Hospital harmless for 
any and all claims and cauSes of actions which -students or instructors 
may have or assert. against the Hospital on account of illness, injury 
to their persons, or da~ages to their property while on the premises 
of the Hospital or while participating in a clinical experience under 
this Agreement, except those caused by the wrongful or negligent acts 
or admissions of the Hospital, Its officer, employees or ag~nts. 
4. The University will indemnify and hold the Hospital harmless fro1n any 
" 
~----------------------------------an_d __ a_l_l_c_la_,_·m __ s_a~n_d~c~a~u~s_e~s_o~f_a_c~t~io~n~s~w_h_i_ch __ t_h_ir_d~p_a~r~ti_e_s_m _ a~y_h_a_v_e __ o_r ____ ~--~'cc 
assert against the Hospital on account of injuries to the-ir persons or 
property as a result in whole or In part of the acts or admissions of 
the students and/or instructors. 
5. The _University will obtain insurance coverage insuring its obligations 
under this section with limits of at least $500, 000 CSL. This insurance 
must be evidenced by a Certificate of Insurance to be presented to the 
Hospital. 
6. In consideration for this service the University agrees to pay this Hospital 
$100 for each student enrolled on the first day of class for each new clini-
cal experience program initiated at the Hospital. 
7. A sum of $800 for each student enrolled in the program will be transmitted 
to the Hospital for their disbursement to the respective students as fellow-
ship monies. The Hospital will disburse these funds in equal monthly 
installments to those individuals or institutions furnishing housing and 
meal facilities. Those amounts remaining in excess of these obligations 
shall go directly to the students. 
·~ 
,-·-
\ 
! 
PERIOD OF AGHEEMENT: 
This Agreement shall be effective .the 28th day of April_· __ , 
19"(1 and shall continue for a period or five (5) years from the ef-
fective date, provided that not less than sixty (60) days prior to 
each annual anniversary date of this Agreement, both parti~s hereto 
shall rcvie~t said Ar;reement and shall indicate, in >tri tine;, to the 
other party whether or not said party feels that there is a need to 
continue 1·tith the pro(';ram, which is the subject of this Agreement, 
and the deslre of _aid~P-B.-l!-t¥-t-G-e-ent-i-nue~saltl----A-r;reerrient or to discon-
tinue said Agreement, and in the event that either party shall deter-
mine that the continuation of the program is not desirable the Ar,ree-
ment shall be terminated effective at the expiration of the one (1) 
year period applicable thereto. 
However, if both parties, in writing, express to the other 
the intention and desire to continue the program, the Agreement shall 
continue for another one (1) year period, upon the written aclmol'T-
ledgment by each of the parties hereto that there be a continuation 
of the program under the terms and conditions set forth herein-
above. 
IN 1'/ITHNESS \VHEREOF 1'/e have hereunto subscribed our names 
(. ~ ··~ 
effective this 6th day of May , 1971. 
DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL 
A CalHornia Non-Profit Corporation 
By .[_~~~~~·-~Na~olyn, O.P. 
Administrator 
President of the Board 
Dominican Santa Cruz Hospital 
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACil'IC 
By: 
--~------~--~-----Ivan VI. Rowland, PhD. 
Dean, School of Pharmacy 
By: __ ~-=~-u~-=~-----Robert vi. \Vinterberc; 
Financial Vice Preoidcnt 
~~~-------------
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